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South Main Street Residents Upset
With Lowering Of Road Level
N otice
Beginning Wednesday,
August 13,
The Brewer Register will
be printed on

Wednesday!
WATCH F O R IT
ON W E D N ES D A Y!

Brewer soccer player Bruce Bowden in action during the
1986 CANUSA games, held over the weekend at Doyle Field
and various other sites around the city.

BREWER — While the South
Main Street reconstruction pro
ject is still months away from be
ing completed, several South
Main Street residents and
business owners have already ex
pressed dissatisfaction with the
lowering of the road level and its
effect on their homes and
businesses.
Brewer city councilors and the
city engineer met with residents
and business owners at a special
council meeting Monday, August
4, in an effort to find a solution
to their problems. The two hour
meeting ended with a consensus
that each resident’s problems
with the construction would have
to be dealt with individually.
Dale Tozier, owner of Tozier’s
Market, said the 12” lowering of
the road bed will create such a
steep grade in front of his store

American Legion Baseball

A win over Orono/Old Town
on Tuesday, August 5 would
assure The Falcons First Place in
Zone One and send the team to
playoffs in the Augusta area on
Thursday, August 7 against a
Legion team from Zone IV. Rob
bie Gilmore is expected to pitch.

and would prefer that the level of
the road be raised.
“ I feel like I’m being pacified
and I don’t like it,” he said.
Stockus explained that the one
of the objectives of lowering the
road level was to eliminate the

tendency of stormwater to run in
to yards and side streets along
South Main Street. By lowering
the road level and installing a
stormwater drainage system, it is
(see SOUTH MAIN page 10)

South Main Pavement Postponement
Could Delay Completion 2-3 Weeks
BREWER — Because of a
“ very tight” paving schedule, the
Brewer City Council’s decision
Tuesday, July 29 to postpone
paving a section of South Main
Street may set back the project’s
completion date by another two
to three weeks, the project’s con
tractor said Friday, August 1.
The council requested that pav
ing be postponed in the wake of

area residents’ concerns over pro
blems caused bythe one foot drop
in the road grade.
Bruce T o rre y , general
superintendent of Wardwell &
Sons of Bucksport, said the pav
ing company was supposed to
begin work Thursday, July 31 but
because of their paving schedule,
(see PAVEMENT page 10)

Salvage Yard Ordinance Opponents
Get Their Say at Orrington Hearing

Brewer Falcons Defeat
Newport Nine, 18-3
BREWER. Monday, August 4.
The Brewer Falcons assured
themselves of at least a tie for
First Place in Zone One
American Legion Baseball with
an impressive win over Newport
by a score of 18-3 behind the pit
ching of Steve Brochu. The
Falcons are now 18-5 and Brochu
is now 3-0. The game was called
after five innings because of
darkness.

that many of his elderly
customers will be unwilling or
unable to climb it. In addition he
said, the change will remove four
parking spaces from in front of
his store and will make it difficult
for him to receive deliveries.
‘‘We have a large clientele of
elderly people, many over 70
years old. This is going to take
away their access to my store,”
he said.
In response to Tozier’s con
cerns, City Engineer Arthur
Stockus said that he has
developed several possible solu
tions to the problem of access to
the market, including removing
the proposed curb and installing
a series of steps to lessen the
store front’s grade.
After looking at plans for the
suggestions, Tozier said he was
“ not very satisfied” with them

ORRINGTON — Opponents
of O rrin g to n ’s p ro p o sed
automobile graveyard ordinance
made their views known to the
Board of Selectmen during a
public hearing held Monday
night at town hall.
The hearing, which had also
been planned to cover proposed
changes in the assessing charter
and the town meeting date, saw
some 45 town residents pack the
hall.
When resident Ward Gray ask
ed the reason for the ordinance,
board chairman Scott McGarr
explained that Orrington does
not have an a u to m o b ile
graveyard ordinance.

The Falcons into the sun spot on
Tuesday against O rono/O ld
Town.
The Falcons clinched a playoff
berth with a sweep of the
doubleheader against Millinocket
on Sunday, August 3.
Leading the bat attack for The
Falcons was Leigh Hersey of
Brewer with a double and three
RBI’s, going two for three. Eddie
Vanidestine of Brewer had a tri
ple and two RBI’s. Jeff Brown of
Brewer was three for three with
two RBI’s.Scott Hanscom of
Hampden went three for three
and had one RBI. Kevin
McGrath of Brewer went two for
three and had two RBI’s. Robbie
Gilmore of Rrewer went two for
(see FALCONS page 10)

M cG arr’s com m ent th a t
neighbors had complained about
inadequate screening and noise at
one graveyard caused resident Ed
Richardson to ask, “ Which
graveyard has a problem?
Why?”
After selectman Robert Little
john stated, “ Someone com
plained about car crushing being
done at 5 am,” the audience
loudly stirred, and McGarr bang
ed his gavel to1restore quiet.
Discussion focused on the
screening requirements of the or
dinance. Joe Eastman asked
selectmen, “ What is the screen
ing problem with J & J Auto
Salvage in the winter?”
Gary Gray stood and told the

audience, “ I live two doors from
J & J, and I don’t see a problem
with the screening.”
J & J owner John Robichaud,
who had brought several sup
porters to the meeting, said, “ An
ordinance can be written for a six
foot fence this year, for an eight
foot fence next year, and for a
ten foot fence the year after.”
John Andrews, a member of
the ordinance committee, stated,
“ As a committee member, I feel
we tried to draft an even-handed
ordinance. Speaking as a
neighbor, over the years we have
had a number of problems with J
& J.”
Robichaud disagreed with An
drews, saying, “ This ordinance
(see GRAVEYARDS page 4)

48 Hours In Jail:
An OUI Offender Does His Time
Editor's note: The following is
the account o f 48 hours spent in
jail by a young professional ar
rested fo r drunken driving. In
this case, the author’s name is not
important, his story is.
I just spent two days of my life
in jail for OUI. In France those
three letters mean yes, but in this
part of the world they add up to a
big no-no. So if you are caught
for drunk driving, chances are
that you too will be locked up.
Prepare yourself for a harsh
reality.
The cliche image that everyone
has of jail is of slamming doors.
Yes it’s true, doors slam in jail.

Every door. When I “ checked
in” even the entrance to the jail
boomed shut behind me, sealing
my fate for the next 48 hours with
a heavy handed authority. I then
had to go through five or six
more doors, each crashing to a
close that seemed more final than
anything I had ever experienced.
But perhaps the worst was my cell
door. The guard told me to go
down the hall, look for the open
door, and go in. It was an
automatic gate that slid open
with the push of a button from
the “ turn key.” You would think
that an electric sliding door clicks
shut. Not in jail. Like a large
mouth it opened wide and
(see 48 HOURS page 10)

MacDonald Named As Chairman
Of Holden Board of Selectmen
HOLDEN —George
McDonald was elected Chairman
of the Holden Selectmen at their
meeting Monday, August 4, at
the Municipal Building. The vote
was four — one. Dissenting was
Earl Young.
In other business at the 7:00
p.m. meeting the following was
conducted:
The selectmen reviewed truck
specifications for a vehicle to be
used primarily for snowplowing
and it was moved to solicit bids
for the truck, which passed
unanimously. It was also moved
that trucks number five and
number seven be sold and bids re
q u e ste d ,
which
passed
unanimously. The local road
assistance from the State of

Maine is in the amount of
$51,262.51 was accepted and ap
proved unanimously.
A request by New England
Telephone for a pole permit on
Mann Hill was approved.
F in an c ial
w a rra n ts
of
$10,198.15 and $76,076.72 were
accepted and signed. The next
meeting will be a Special Town
Meeting to swear in Selectmen
Edgar (“ Bud” ) Simpson at the
Holden Elementary School on
August 18 at 7:00 p.m.
Two residents attended the
meeting along with Town
M anager Pamela McTigue,
Selectwoman Cynthia Russell,
and
S electm en
G eorge
McDonald, William Perkins,
Earl Young and Edgar Simpson.
*

Dr. Gary Ross at the new Brewer Health Center in South
Brewer. Open House will be Sunday, August 10.

Brewer Gets Its Own Health Clinic
NOTE: This dateline could have
been from any city or town in
America. Fortunately, it is
BREWER. Dr. Gary Ross is
“ home.” After 18months of site
selection, numerous trips halfway
across the country, negotations,
consultations, staff selection,
equipment procurement, guts,
wreching decisions and financial
committment, and faith in his
future, Dr. Gary Ross will open
his health care clinic on Monday,
August 11 at 9:30 a.m.
Born on Long Island, New
York, the 28 year old osteopathic
physician graduated from New
York School of Osteopathic
Medicine in Long Island in 1984
and interned at the Garden City
Osteopathic Hospital in Garden
City, Michigan, followed by a
year of emergency medicine at
GCOH.
It was 18 months ago that Dr.

Ross noticed an advertisement in
a medical journal by Taylor
Osteopathic Hospital in Bangor
for the need of osteopaths in the
Bangor area. A fact finding trip
to Bangor convinced him Brewer
was the city to begin his own
practice.
“ Garden City is a suburb of
Detroit and I didn’t want to prac
tice in a big city. There are too
many people, too many traffic
jams, too many social problems
that are difficult to solve. I made
my first visit to Maine and liked
the lifestyle. I like the outdoors
and Maine offers that as well as a
relaxed way of life. That was im
portant to me. I didn’t want to
start a practice between a pair of
condominiums and a freeway.”
Dr. Ross has spent most of the
past year on freeways. “ It’s been
a hectic time frame. I returned
(see DOCTOR page 8)

Bud Simpson Defeats John Sweet
In Holden Selectmen Election
HOLDEN — Despite a voter
turnout of only 15 percent,
Holden voters decisively chose
Edgar “ Bud” Simpson as select
man over incumbent John Sweet
in a special run-off election,
Tuesday July 29.
The results were 174 votes for
Simpson and 98 for Sweet.
The run-off election became
necessary when Simpson re
quested a vote recount after the
June 10 election. In that election,
three candidates vied for two
seats on the Board: incumbents

Cynthia Russell, John Sweet as
well as Simpson. After the first
count Russell had 443 votes,
followed by Sweet with 437 and
Simpson with 432 votes.
After the votes were recounted,
it was found that Russell had 442
votes and Sweet and Simpson
were tied with 435 votes each.
Holden Town Manager Pam
McTigue said Simpson will have
to sworn in at a special town
meeting, which has been schedul
ed for August 18 at the
Holbrook School in Holden.

Clarence Weston (second from right) with the crew from L.H. Thompson Printing at his
82nd birthday party. Weston has been with the firm fo r 62 years.

Brewer Printer Celebrates No. 82
BREWER — For Clarence
Weston it was just another day of
work. But for friends and family
it was a special day. It was his
82nd birthday. Born July 30,
1904 in Camden, Maine, Mr.
Weston has been a resident of
Brewer for the last 73 years. He
has been employed as a printer at
L.H. Thompson on South Main
Street for the last 62 years.
“ I can remember the trolley
cars on Main Street that ran over
to Bangor and the first
automobile on the dirt roads
through the town. The dust rais
ed a ruckus when it was dry and
when it rained, the road turned to
mud.” Looking out the bay win
dow overlooking the town
square, Mr. Weston brushed off

the Kluge press he operates every
day and laughed. “ I’ve seen a lot
of changes here. Danforth’s
Hardware used to be on the cor
ner of Wilson Street and there
was an old grocery store.”
It was in 1926 that, “ A guy
asked me if I wanted to learn a
trade and I said, ‘Yup.’ I was
working in the brickyard, Brooks
Brick, at the time and I thought it
would be a better job.”
That was 60 years ago. Mr.
Weston entered the employ of
L.H. Thompson and when the
business was purchased by Ken
Smith in 1957, Clarence Weston
was one of the assets. “ I’ve been
a printer all of my life, practical
ly.”
And for the last 60 years the

handsome gentleman with the
healthy head of white hair on his
head and twinkle in his sparkling
blue eyes has printed millions of
sheets of paper for businesses
long since forgotten by time. He
still arrives for work on time at 7
a.m. During the spring and sum
mer months rides to work on his
bicycle. It was a checkup at Dr.
Dearborn’s office that Dr. Dear
born asked, “ Are you still riding
that bicycle of yours to work?”
“ Y u p ,” answ ered M r.
Weston.
“ Then keep riding it,” Dr.
Dearborn said. “ It’s the only
thing that’s keeping you going.
In 1927, Clarence married
Gladys and they have lived in the
(see BIRTHDAY page 10)
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Past Tim es

The Weather

COULTER BROS
LIVERY
STA BLE

N.w

Aug. 5

On July 4, 1924, in midst of a
holiday celebration, a disasterous
fire destroyed one of Brewer’s
long time landmarks which was
never replaced, and which more
or less marked the beginning of
the end of an old time era.
We refer to the fire which
destroyed Coulter Brother livery
stable which was located on the
corner of South Main and Wilson
Street (17 South Main Street, in
the 1903 City Directory).
Great plans had been made for
a gala parade to be staged that
day, with the participants
parading from around the
Holyoke Square area to the
South Brewer-Orrington town
line. Included in the parade,
which started about noon, was a
contingent from the Brewer Fire
Department, headed by Brewer’s
newly acquired first fire truck, on

OopsUlr

Last
quarter

Telephone C onnection

the front seat of which rode the
city’s very popular fire chief, Irv
ing “ Dickie” Doyle.
A pair of U.S. Navy destroyers
had been sent to Bangor for the
holiday and were docked at the
Eastern Steamship Company
wharves. A baseball game had
been scheduled at the very
popular Eastern Ball Park. Early
in the afternoon, just as the
baseball game was getting under
way, and just as the parade
reached the cove by Southworth’s
store just below the Eastern
crossing, an alarm sounded from
box 35, Brimmer Square.
The fire truck immediately
pulled out of the parade line and
reversed its direction, heading for
Brewer. As the truck passed the
Eatern Ball Park, it slowed down
and firemen jumped aboard.
Although the fire truck reached
the scene of the disaster as quick
ly as possible, the red wooden
structure, in which considerable
hay was stored, was already

Aug. 12

Aug. W

July 21

Yuk. That’s the best descrip
tion for the weather last
week...and almost all of July.
When moss grows on the
lawnmower clothes won’t dry on
the line and the roses don’t grow,
you know something is wrong.
And it’s been the weather. Tom
my Smith of Holden said, “ I
sprayed some of that fertilizer on
my lawn and it’s rained so much I
can’t mow it. It’s about three feet
high now and I’ll have to now it

Brewer, Me.

engulfed in flames, lhe Bangor
Fire Department was called upon
to assist, and a crew of sailore
from the visiting navy destroyers
crossed the Penobscot and gave
their best efforts. They tell us as
soon as the sailors reahced the
eaves of the stable, they ran up
the slanting roof without the
benefits of ladders, like a group
of minkeys. There were several
horses in the building at the time
the fire started and all were led to
safety, except one, who was own
ed by a participant in the parade
Stores adjacent to the livery
stable on the left hand side of
Wilson Street, going towarcTthe
ferry, namely Bill Johnston’s
Bakery, Sam Dooey’s confec
tionery store and McKay’s barber
shop were not damaged by the
fire, but flaming brands were
bloom across the street and ig
nited the roof of Grossman’
parts and jacket factory, now the
site of Leens Electric, causing
some damage.

Date
Monday, July 28
Tuesday, July 29
Wednesday, July 30
Thursday, July 31
Friday, August 1
Saturday, August 2
Sunday, August 3

down with a machine gun!”
And there was the report of so
meone that planted a willow tree
in their yard and had the good
sense to throw a life preserver
around it.
If the Dog Days of August are
going to bark, they better get
barking. We’re slipping into
September and after Labor Day,
iVs time to bank the house.
Again.

High
70°
74°
66°
63°
71°
71°
73°

Low
66°
62°
62°
59°
62°
63°
64°

Precip.
.2 ”
trace
.75”
.64”
. 00"
. 10 "
.53"

BREWER — On July 12, 1986 High attending St. Joseph Col
the Brewer Eagles Club presented lege.
six scholarships at their annual
Roberta H arrim an, Past
Award and Membership Ban Madam President, representing
quet. The Chairman of Sports the Auxiliary, presented the
and Rec, Jim Bladen, represen following two scholarships:
ting the Aerie, presented the 1. Michelle Barker from1Brewer
following scholarships:
High
attending E.M.V.T.l.
1. Kim Shoemaker from Brewer Jodie Lynn Treworgy from
High attending Husson College.
John Bapst attending University
2. Andrew Neff from Brewer of Southern Maine.
High attending the University of
All scholarships will take ap
Maine.
plication starting in March of
3.
.Michael Wight from 1987. Any Senior can apply
Bucksport High attending the through their school or at the
University of Maine.
Eagles Club on Atlantic Avenue
4. Carl Young, Jr. from Sumner -in Brewer.________ __________

Total Precipitation for July: 6.5 inches. Normal precipitation is
3.5 inches. Total precipitation for the week: 2.23 inches. As the
temperature chart shows, there was only a dozen degrees variance
in the temperature.
Information furnished by Ron Harris, meteorologist for IV VIITV in Bangor.

Brewer
Public Notice

City of Brewer
August Meeting Schedule
Date
4

Landry's Appliances

Meeting
Time
a.High School District Trustees Meeting at
Capri Street School.
7:00
b. Planning Board Regular Meeting
7:30
City Council Regular Meeting
7:30
a. City Council and Planning Board Joint
Public Hearing.
7:30
b. City Council Special Meeting
7:45
c. Planning Board Special Meeting
7:45
Parks & Recreational Advisory Commis
sion Regular Meeting at Brewer
Auditorium.
7:30
a. Water District Trustees Meeting at the
Water District Office, 40 Parker Street,
7:00
bx Ad Hoc Committee to Study Housing
Needs and the Impact of Public Housing. 7:30
a.School Committee Meeting at Brewer
High School Library
7:00
b. Conservation Commission Meeting
7:30
Housing Authority Meeting at the Heritage
on Colonial Circle
7:00

989-3850

46 C enter St.

12
18

19

Classified Ads W anted!!!

PLEASE SUPPORT

10 words for $2.00. Additional words 10c each.
Deadline Friday Noon — Prepaid please.

20

l
f ......■ ' ' ■ ' T . « 9 - 1 8 9 5 ’ '
115 Wilson St., brewer

'

•

THE ADVERTISERS
21

WHO SUPPORT

26

T h e B r e w e r R e g is te r

The New N am e 7b Say
For Case Garden Ihactors

JOE'S GULF

210 N . M ain St.
B rew er, M a in e 0 4 4 1 2

Please m ention you saw our
ad in the Brewer Register

South M ain S tre e t

989-6

B rew er

8 U T E R A O IL

BEER-N-WINE • MEGABUCKS
989-2884 or 989-2885

For A ll Your Cam ping-n-PIcnlc Needs

4 .4 .4 .*

* * * ^

t

Tozier's Market

*
*

Form erly Mac's M a rk e t
483 South M ain St., Brewer

*

2 Union St. Brewer

The Sun is Going to
Shine ... Sometime in
September

On Tuesday the 12th day of August, 1986 at 7:25 p.m. in the
Council Room at Brewer City Hall to consider the application of
Farmington House of Pizza, Inc. d /b /a Yianni’s Pizza-Pub, 71
Center St. for a State of Maine Restaurant Malt, Spirituous and
Vinuous Liquor License.
Anyone may appear at this public hearing and present yvritten
oral comments on this application.
Arthur C. Verow
City Clerk
July 29, August 5

N a tu ra l L ivin g C e n te r
Pickling Spice

27c oz.
W hole A llsp ice ................................................. 37coz.
Caraway Seed ...............................
26coz.
Celery Seed .............................................. 32c oz.
Cinnamon S ticks...................................... 38c oz.
W hole C lo v e s .......................................... 90c oz.
Coreander Seed ...................................... 17c oz.
Dill Seed ..............................................
24coz.
Dill W eed .................................................. 70c oz.
Fennel Seed .............................................. 26c oz.
Mustard Seed ........................................... 24c oz.
Ground Mustard ...................................... 26c oz.
Peppercorns ............................................. 47c oz.
T u rm e ric .................................................. 34c oz.

Home canners save $ $ $ at the Natural Liv
ing Center
Savings o f up to 80 percent over supermarket prices.

411 W ilson S tr e e t, B re w e r
9 8 9 -7 9 9 6

1 M il* » P a s t E p s t e in s

East Holden
Maine

A c e H o m e C t r . , S n o w ’t C o r n e r R d . E x t

Rt. 15, O rrin g to n , M e.

3

989-1802

a n h y o u f o r a v e r y s u c c e s s f u l o p e n in y .

9 t had b een so s u c c e s s f u l in Route IA

f a c t t h a t w e a re n o w in n ee J o f eq u a lity p ie c e d to r e p le n is h o u r s e le c tio n o f

as

O p en M o n .-F rl. 8-5: S a tu rd a y 8 -12

*

C ott Soda 99 cents

*

2 liter bottle plus tax & deposit (asst, flavors)

*

BANGOROUTDOOR
POWEREQUIPMENT, INC.

134

Joe Sez:

BREWER. MAINE

* * * 4 . *

1

THE CASH AND SAVE COMPANY

115

^ * * * * * * *

Public Hearing

Mobil Heating
Oil

INGERSOLL...

NEW C O
M ARK ET

Notice is hereby given that the city council will hold a

All meetings will be held in the Council Chambers at
Brewer City Hall unless otherwise noted. Meetings o f all
groups are open to the public. Information regarding meetings
may be obtained by calling the City Clerk’s Office (989-7050).

CASE TRACTORS

In last week’s front page story
about the Brewer City Council’s
approval of the first reading of
the 1987 city budget, two errors
were made. First, the vote to ap
prove was not unanimous, as
councilor Jerry Hudson voted
against approval. Second, while
it was reported that the 1987
budget contains a 12.6 percent in
crease over last year’s, because of
a $7 million increase in assessed
property value this year, the in

In a recent “ On the House” col
umn, we stated there was no copy
center in Brewer. Nancy Hustus
of B & B Printing on State Street
called to inform us that there in
indeed a copy center and print
shop in the city at the B & B Print
Shop on State Street.
Please inform us of any errors,
mix-ups, mis-spellings or other
extraneous foibles you find in
this paper. Write or call (but
don’t call collect); at 115 Wilson
St., Brewer: 989-1895.

Eagles Club Awards
Five Scholarships

Your Government is only
as strong as

Past Times is
Sponsored by:

crease in the city’s tax rate will be
eight percent. This difference was
not made clear in the story.
The Register apologizes for
any confusion or tongue-biting
these errors may have caused.

BUCKBOARDS

AGENTS FOR AGRICULTURAL IM PLEM ENTS

By Howard Kenney

Full

IP € O

HACKS FOR FUNERALS AND WEDDINGS

Cor. Main and Wilson Sts.

Firti
quarter

fin e a n tiq u e s .

J

\\] e a r e p a r t i c u l a r l y i n t e r e s t e J in a c y u ir in y o i l j e w e l r y , f u r 

n itu r e a n d p a i n t i n y s
P U

fa r i L

se (L u j S ea so n .

c a l l 8 4 3 - 7 4 4 9 f o r a p p r a is a ls o n o n e p ie c e o r e n tir e c o l l e cio
t n s.

C O U N T R Y ST O R E A N T IQ U ES

* Oakhurst Orange Juice *
-K

$1.39 half gallon

Fill Your Propane Tank A t

£

{C o rb ett Farm Jumbo Eggsf
■f
*

?

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

99 cents/dozen

-fc

O pen 7 Days A W eek
7 a .m . - 11:30 p.m .
For A ll Your G rocery Needs

The H aw k’ s Nest

d a r n e l J fu tte

Convenience Store
Open 7 Days a W eek
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

s200 OFF
Fill-Up of 20 Lb. LP Gas Cylinders
Now Open S a t u r d a y s 8 -6
Sorry, only One Coupon per customer

A ug ust 3 1, 1986

TWO DOLLARS

989-7340

5

P

’ H appy Ending Desserts, Sundae Snack C ups, and I
K id's M enu Item s are not included in this special |
sum m er o ffer. O ffer expires Septem ber 5, 1986.

Buy one o f our freshly made Italian sandwiches
and get one of the same FREE!!

43 7 Wilson St.
Brewer, ME

H am el Fuels

C oupon good August 5-10..

Dick Hawkins

989-7826
★

★

★

i
111

W e have enlarged our store to b e tte r serve
you.
Homgas Energy fo r your home, recreation
and enjoym ent.

hasaflavorall itsown.

C oupon!!

★

E x p ir e s

1
I

s

OFFERING WEEKLY SPECIALS
• Delivery Service • Cold Beverages
• Sandwiches • Hot Coffee

★

6 1 1 W il s o n S t . , B r e w e r

★

V

6 1 1 Wilson St. Brewer
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Brewer's Last Boom

Bricks, Boards and the
Penobscot’s Polluted Ice
By Edward Foley

Run Reports fo r July 28 to August 4
Date
7/28

Time
12:53 p.m.

Location
429 Wilson St.

Type
Emergency
Medical Service
(EMS) *
EMS
Investigation
EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS

By Rhea Robbins

fighting broke out among the
workmen from the intensely rival
7/28
9:36 p.m.
companies.
122 South Main St.
7/30
8:58 a.m.
Spring Street
By early January the harvest
7/30
7:25 p.m.
Eastern Fine Paper, Inc.
began and continued to mid-March.
7/31
11:40 p.m. Brewer Shopping Center
In the process, everyone wanting
8/2
11:03 a.m.
1246 North Main St.
work was hired. A great many of
8/3
1:29 a.m.
39 Parker Street
the horses for twenty miles around
Brewer were used too, The horses
were used to pull plows and
scrapers to remove the snow. Then
the ice cutters went to work carving
out blocks which were hauled to the
ice houses to wait for the spring
thaw and the opening of the river.
During the nearly three month
season of the harvest the Penobscot
was black with men, horses, and
equipment.
No one seems to have been
BREWER — While the 1-395 there also has been a problem
troubled by a thought that the ice extension in Brewer is still with all-terrain vehicles going up
was harvested from an even then months away from being opened, and down the road slopes.
contamined Penobscot River. it already receives a fair amount
Brewer Police Captain Charles
Massive contamination didn’t come of traffic from joggers, bicylists, Shuman said the department has
until well into the twentieth cen motorcycles, ATVs and cars. It is been patrolling the highway and
tury. But early sewer systems in these last three that are causing have given summonses to
Bangor, Brewer, and upriver were trouble, according to the Maine motorists and motorcylists on the
already emptying into the Department of Transportation highway.
Penobscot in the latter quarter of and the Brewer Police Depart
“ The highway is still con
the 1800s when ice harvesting was ment.
sidered closed and we are giving
big business.
Elmer Wilcox, an engineer tickets for operating a motor
Probably most of the ice harvest with the MDOT, said “ No vehicle on a closed road,’’
was used by the commercial food Trespassing’’ signs have been Shuman said.
processing plants, but Penobscot placed at the entrance and exit
Shuman said that since the en
and Kennebec ice found its way in ramps to the highway but “ peo trance and exit ramps have been
to early ice boxes used in southern ple keep ripping them down.’’ paved, it is much easier for motor
homes, too. Southerners sipping Wilcox said there has been a con vehicles to get on the highway.
juleps on their porches on hot sum siderable amount of damage While the highway is technically
mer evenings seem not to have done on the highway including off-lim its to everyone but
known or cared that melting ice was cut fences and heavy coils of workers and the police, Shuman
lacing the concotion with good old cable being moved. Wilcox said said pedestrians and bicyclists
Yankee bacteria!
______
have not been asked to leave.

The first ship of size launched in
Brewer was in 1853. In the suc
ceeding fifty years 69 ships were
built and launched from Brewer’s
shores. The last ship to be built and
launched was the Horace Monroe
in 1919. Perhaps the Horace
Monroe, knowing it was to be the
last, decided to put on a bit of a
show for the good people of Brewer
lining the shore. Getting out of con
trol during the launching, it built up
too much speed and shot across the
Penobscot to tear a hole in a Bangor
dock.
Brick making was important to
Brewer’s economy, too. More than
twenty brick yards were operated in
Brewer in the last century. The
Brooks Brick Company, still doing
business, survives from those early
days.
But ice harvesting, storage, and
shipments south might have been
Brewer’s biggest industry. Conser
vative estimates place a season’s
harvest in the late 1800s at more
than 300,000 tons. To store this im
mense volume, ice houses lined the
shore over much of the length of
Brewer. Sawdust from the sawmills
was used for insulation.
Preparation for the harvest began
in early December with the first
skim of ice on the Penobscot. The
first step was the “ staking out’’ by
workmen from the various com
panies for portions of the river they
claimed. The staking-out invariably
led to arguments and sometimes
R

Drama Group
Perf orms Two
Plays at CANUSA

Brewer Fire Department

Motor Vehicles Prohibited
On New Highway: Bicycles,
Pedestrians Permitted
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Public Notice

Kozy Korner
Store

Notice is hereby given that the city council and the Planning Boarc
shall hold a joint

BREWER — Two Canusa
theme plays were presented
Saturday, August 1st, at the Civic
Reception held at the Brewer
Auditorium. The plays were the
culmination of the drama group
under the direction of Susan
Xirinachs sponsored by the
Brewer Recreation Department.
The first play en titled ,
“ Canusa ... What Is It?’’ By
Brenda Meehan, featured the
younger members of the drama
group; the second play presenta
tion entitled, “ The Kidnapped
American” by Michelle Harmon,
was performed by the older
members of the drama group.
Assisting Xirinachs were:
Stage Manager, Seth Carey;
Assistant Director, Michelle Har
mon; and Set Design/Technical
Director, Cathy Dufour. Steve
Adams, guitar soloist for the
evening entertained and let the
children and audience in song.

Arthur C. Verowl
City Clerk
July 29

Q u a lity

989-1895

H a n d -C r a fte d

F u r n itu r e
f o r th e

Good Coffee

Good Conversation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D e s ig n e d

D is c r im in a tin g

Rt. 1A, Holden, Me.

Groceries
Beer, Soda, Coffee
Hamburgers
Pizza, Subs
Ice Cream Cones & Sundaes
VCR Tape Rentals
Live Bait
Game Room

(unofficial)

Mayor’s Corner

By Art Tardiff
Due to the road construction dramat and since the traffic flow
taking place on South Main had reversed at noon we had to
Street, the members of the go north on South Main to
Brewer City Hall and our Chief Pendleton then to Parkway
of Police got together to assist South to Elm and back to South
both the merchants and the con Main Street.
sumer by detouring traffic. They
At 1 p.m. a sale had started at
scheduled the flow north from 7 Epstien’s Clothing Store and the
a.m. to 12 noon, then south from wife had to go. So it was Elm to
12 noon to 5 p.m. I sort of Parkway South, down Pendleton
wondered just how this would to South Main Street and on to
help the consumer so I asked a Epstein’s. When the wife said she
friend who works nights and lives needed fish for supper I spent
on South Main Street how his day thirty minutes debating with
went with the new traffic system myself whether it would take
and he related the following: At 7 longer to drive 16 miles to
a.m. I left my job site in Bangor Bucksport for the fish, or the 300
and
a fte r
crossing
the yards to M orrill’s Seafood
Chamberlain Bridge I drove Market. I opted to walk to Mor
south to Pendleton Street, up rill’s.
Pendleton to Parkway South and
At 5 p.m. the detour ended and
then to Elm and back down to I’ll tell you what fella, I wonder if
South Main Street. At 8 a.m. my that crew from City Hall and the
wife sent me to Morrill’s Variety Chief of Police planned all that
Store for milk and bread. From to help me out? After talking
South Main Street I went up Elm with that poor soul it was time
to Parkw ay S outh, down for this writer to head for a cold
Pendleton to South Main again beer at Johnny Mac’s — for
and Morrill’s store. At 12 noon tunately there are no detours betmy wife and I left for the laun- ween me and mv stool.______

By Capt. Larry Willis
Brewer Fire Department

/ 1 \

For Inexpensive, Effective
Advertising, Call
The Brewer Register
at

Public Hearing
On Monday the 18th day of August, 1986 at 7:30 p.m. in theCouncil Room at Brewer City Hall to consider the request oil
Rodney E. Pease to extend the Commercial Business District on|
South Main Street to include the property of Rowland L. LaPiem
and Mildred LaPierre Couch at 460-464 South Main Street.
Anyone may appear at this public hearing and present written!
oral comments on this subject matter.

The

The Fire Scene

Holden
Cabinet &
Furniture Co.

ozy Korner Variety Y
SK
TtA
VCCH07OBSS'CHOCZfHlS'MTCOTftt W
k

Live From the Sedgeunkedunk. it's ...

B u yer

Telephone 843-5915

“ plays” with matches or fire, this
is a signal for help. Repetitive play
ing with matches or fire mean:
more serious problems. These
children are distressed; their fire
play is a signal to adults that they
need help.

The juvenile firesetter problem
has been recognized as a major
cause of incendiary fires in
America. Comunities across the
country report that 40 — 70 percent
of all intentionally set fires are lit
by children. The fire service has
dealt with these children for years
without adequate preparation in
screening and assessing their needs.
Providing intervention was
primarily based on “ scare tactics”
without knowledge and awareness
of various intervention options and
available community resources.

A solution to the problem
Reducing the incidence of fires
set by young children, through ear
ly identification of problem firesetters and improved evaluation and
treatment of firesetters and improv
ed evaluation and treatment ol
firesetters and their families is out
goal.
The Brewer Juvenile Firesetters
Project is composed of educators,
firefighters, and counselors, all
dedicated to enlightening children
and parents about fire. We think
that early action is the key to ending
the potential death and destruction
of juvenile firesetters. We have on
ly one goal — the safety of
everyone concerned. No child will
be arrested, punished, or in
timidated.
If your child plays with fire —
SEEK HELP! Don’t wait another
day. Call us at 989-7002 and ask
for a meeting. We care about kids!

Why do kids play with fire?
Curiosity about fire is normal for
children aged two through eight
years. They find fire interesting and
exciting and this may lead them to
play with matches or set fires. They
want to find out about fire just as
they are interested in all things in
their environment. Learning
through experimentation can be
deadly, to themselvews and others.
Most of these fires are started in
the child’s own home.
What to do if a child
play with matches
If your child, or a child you know

Brew er Lake Rd., O rrin g to n

FO X

8 2 5 -3 9 1 9

AUTO SALES, INC.
BINGO

Rt. 9, East Eddington, ME

WEDNESDAY EVENING
Early Bird
6:00 p.m.
Regular
7:00 p.m.
CIVIC CENTER
East Eddington

Glenn and Dale Fox

hdr

to c:

I n tr o d u c in g . . . A u g u s t 11

• PER M AN EN TS
• C U T T IN G

X ee J
iB e a u tu S h o p
OPiEN TU ES D A Y S T H R U SA TU R D A YS
E V E N IN G S BY A PPO IN TM EN T

9 8 9 *6 5 4 4
Z'C, ELM STREET. BREWER

C o u r te o u s S ta f f

OPEN 6 DAYS

E ffic ie n t a n d S k ille d

Mon.-Fri. 10-1:30 — 3-7:30
Sat. 10-3

Appointments
W alk-Ins

Full Medical Services
Lab., X-ray, EKG
Physical Therapy

Inviting you to come and see
our facility . . .
T r e a tin g a ll
Y o u r H e a lth C a re

Dessert Open House

N eeds

BAYLINER Boat Packages
Irom 14' to 45'
Force (Chrysler) Outboards
to Volvo Sterndrives

A u g u s t 1 0 th

3 9 9 S . M a in S t r e e t
B r e w e r , M a in e 0 4 4 1 2

.14' P a c k a g e —$4995

FRESH SEAFOOD
j

843"5322

W hen There's Affordable Health Care in Brew er

COMPLETE HAIR CARE
• H A IR S T Y U N G
• H A IR T IN T IN G

Business

WHY BATTLE THE BRIDGE?

U/NJCr
b

Ac*0 -

We Buy and Sell New and Used Cars

9 8 9 -1 1 9 2

Jackson’s Boat and Seaiood
_ Rt. 2, Veazie
All Insurance Accepted

1 p .m . - 5 p .m .

HEALTH CENTER

Free Blood Pressure
and
Blood Sugar Testing

the clinic designed
with YOUR health in mind
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Site Preparation at PERC
Over Half Completed
ORRINGTON - For Orr
ington residents near the PERC
incinerator site, the dull booms
they hear on hot muggy days are
more likely to be the sounds of
dynamite than distant thunder
claps.
According to Ralph Leonard,
of H.E. Sargent in Stillwater, site
preparation work at the 40 acre
waste-to-energy incinerator site is
nearly 50 percent completed. The
site, located on a gradual slope of
land off Route 15 adjacent to the
LCP Chemical plant, is currently
undergoing periodic ledge
blasting to prepare it for the $100
million, 25 megawatt power plant
that will burn trash from more
than 65 Maine communities.
Blasting work at the site is more
than 75 percent completed.
Leonard said H.E. Sargent, the

Orrington Scouts Plan
Flea Market Fundraiser
ORRINGTON — As part of its
fundraising drive to finance a trip
to the Grand Canyon next sum
mer, Boy Scout Troop 44 in Orr
ington will hold a flea market,
Saturday August 16 at the North
Orrington School.
According to Scoutmaster
Wendell Hanscom, the flea
market will be from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. and tables will be furnished
for $15 each.
The flea market is just one of
many fundraisers the troop will
be holding to finance the ten day
Grand Canyon trip, tentatively
scheduled for June of 1987.
Hanscom said the troop has
already raised $500 in a bottle
drive and $220 in a bowlathon at
ORRINGTON HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
Henry Wiswell, Pres.
Meeting Dates:
Fourth Thursday of Each Month
at 7:30 p.m.
Historical Society Building
^Cente^Dnve^Omngtor^^^

project’s earthwork contractor,
currently has between 50 and 60
workers “ going full bore” with
earth moving equipment prepar
ing the site for the three main
plant buildings.
Even before the earth moving
is completed, General Electric
engineers and workers will begin
laying in the foundations for the
buildings. Leonard predicted this
could start as early as midAugust. Initial site work for the
plant began in mid May.
Leonard estimated that the
plant will be operational by
January of 1988 and “ trial runs”
of the incinerator could begin as
early as late 1987.
When completed, the plant will
burn up to 800 tons of solid waste
a day and employ 65 people.

Graveyards...

the Bangor-Brewer Lanes.
If all"goes as planned, about 20
scouts with the rank of first class
or higher will spend ten days in
the canyon, camping on the
South Rim as well as the bottom
of the canyon. Hanscom said the
estimated cost of the trip is $600
per person and each scout would
be expected to contribute half of
the amount while the other half
would come through fundraisers.
The troop is also planning a car
wash at the Plaza Chevron in
Brewer, August 23.
To reserve a table at the flea
market or for other information
call 825-3338 or 825-4076.
Troop 44 meets at the Enter
prise Grange Hall in Orrington.

was designed specifically for my
yard and is a danger to Orrington’s other small businesses.”
Another resident, Jo Quimby,
observed, “ 1 don’t see a problem
with the screening. Since the state
has regulations, why do we need
an ordinance?”
McGarr explained that a recent
state law allows municipalities to
regulate automobile graveyards.
As the state does not set hours of
operation or screening re
quirements, each town can
establish its own standards.
Responding to Andrews’ com
ment, resident Don Wade said,
“ If you want to fence something,
fence the house next door to J &
J’s; it looks worse than the
junkyard.”
_ Wade added, “ Mr. Andrews
hasn’t lived in this town very

* * * * *

long. If people like him don’t like
it here, they should move.”
Disagreement also centered on
the idea of the town deciding how
a landowner can use his property.
Quimby noted, “ It’s com
munistic if we tell a man what to
do on his property.”
Ron Gray, who lives on King’s
Mountain, complained that the
town has no business regulating
private property. Other audience
members echoed his statement.
Robichaud expressed his con
cern that the problem will end up
in court, “ which I don’t want.”
Neighbors of other town
graveyards had no complaints
about noise or late night opera
tions.
After other people spoke in
favor of J & J ’s operations,

[e l e c t r o l u x ]

For August, 1986

INTRODUCES THE

JEFF’S CATERING INC

Available for Parties of

No Job Too Big
No Job Too Small

12 Maximum
SORRY
No Phone

$3.50 PER PERSON
N o w ta k in g re s e rv a tio n s fo r
y o u r S p e c ia l O c c a s io n fro m
th e s m a lle s t to th e la rg e s t
b u ffe t o r d in n e r .
Put 10 yuan professional cooking
experience to work for you.

Call 942-3262 JEFF ASHEY
6 Bomarc Rd„ Bangor

SEEUS IN YELLOWPACES AL$Q

EARL HOWARD

Tree Length . $47 Per Cord

9 8 9 -1 8 5 1

8' Length . . . . $50 Per Cord
4' L engt h. . . . $53 Per Cord

A fte r 5 p.m.

IN T0W N
AU TO SALES
‘‘Best Deal
On Wheels

FIREW OOD

FREE E S T IM A T E S

L

Bulldozing

989-1110

W alter
G ra y
& Sons

,.,5 9 2 7
500 Wilson St.
Brew er, ME 0 4 4 1 2

(Mike Dunbar, Owner)

Beech • Maple • Ash
Delivery Included
6-Cord Minimum
DALE HENDERSON
LOGGING, INC.

Tanning Bed Available
Backhoe

8 2 5 -4 0 3 5

25 Starlight Drive Brewer

MILLER'S STORE
_____ Rt. 1 A. Rost Holden

General
Contractors
Dedham, Maine

Breakfast & Lunch
SPECIALS

8 4 3 -0 3 12
Gravel

Excavating

For August, 1986
August 5: School Committee Meeting, Center Drive
School.
August 11: Town Budget Hearing and Selectmens’
Meeting, Center Drive School.
August 12: School Committee Budget Hearing, Center
Drive School.
August 18: Planning Board Meeting, Town Hall.

The Unequaled Upright
Vacuum Cleaner

C pC piA l

INTRODUCTORY
PRICE

$299*

A ll meetings begin at 7:30 p.m . except fo r the Plann
ing Board, which meets at 7:15 p.m .

G in g e rb re a d
C re a tio n s
We cater, make cakes,
have wedding invitations
Call about
cooking lessons

9 8 9 -2 3 0 5
Thurs.—Sat. 9-5

‘ Available For
Limited Time Only

DEDHAM

Legal N otice
N OTICE OF
PUBLIC H EA R IN G

Notice is hereby given that the Municipal Of
ficers of the Town of Dedham will hold a
public hearing at the Dedham Town Office on
August 7, 1986 at 7:30 p.m. for consideration
of the following application for Class
License, Spirituous, Malt and Vinous: John
and Olive Peters, d/b/a Peakes Hill Lodge
Dedham.
July 29, August, 5, 1986.______________

For a Demonstration Call:

—

RTE. 75, ORRINGTON

E 3M I57

SERVING GREATER BANGOR
Buffets S torting At

dionne/
hciir etc

BACKH0E
SERVICE

Private Dining Room

Orrington Public Meetings

August 25: Selectmens’ Meeting, Town Hall.

A ll meetings are held at the Eddington Town Hall and
begin at 7 p.m.

HOURS:
Mon-Fri. 6 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Saturday 6 a.m. to noon

ORRINGTON — The Orrington
Public Library will hold its An
nual Used Book Sale at the
library August 12 - 15, 1986. A
wide variety of books will be on

sale with on emphasis on paper
backs, and adult mystery and
science fiction titles. Prices are as
follows: Adult hardcover -25
cents, juvenile hardcover - 10
cents, all paperbacks - 5 cents.
Sale hours will be Tuesday and
Thursday — 11 a.m. — 7 p.m.,
and Wednesday and Friday — 9
a.m. — 5 p.m.
For more information, please
call the library at 825-4938.

August 19: School Committee Meeting, Center Drive
School.

Eddington Public Meetings

August 26: Selectmen’s Meeting

HOMEMADE CHICKEN PIE
Breakfast & Lunch
Specials Daily

Robichaud said, “ The board
should develop some backbone
and tell the chronic complainers
that my junkyard is in com
pliance.”
When Robichaud asked that a
selectman make a motion to
dismiss the ordinance, McGari
stated that the ordinance will be
referred to the town meeting for a
hand vote.
A show of hands revealed that
opponents of the ordinance out
numbered supporters 3 to 1.
McGarr, who had kept the
hearing in order, then observed
“ The results would have been
different at last week’s meeting.’
The proposed ordinance, after
some minor editing, will be plac
ed b efo re the v o te rs ini
September.”

Don’t Miss Our Next Issue!!!

i

Our Specialty is

Orrington Public
Library To Hold
Used Book Sale

continued from page one

August 12: Selectmens’ Meeting

iE T DIN ER

Artist's conception of the Penobscot Energy Recovery Company in Orrington.
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THE HAIR'S DEN !
4 2 8 Wilson St., Brewer
989

6358

Perm Special of j
the Month of August

$ 5 .0 0 O F F

•
•
•
•
•
•

Peas
Lettuce
Cucumbers
Strawberries
Raspberries
Blueberries
P lants and Hanging Baskets

Includes Cut & Styling

.....................................................
R OBICHAUD'S

BODY SHOP

SPECIAL

Exxon Gas and Oil Products

Collision and Rust Repair
Done a t Vs Price

8 4 3 -5 8 9 5

A ll W ork G uaranteed

Fill

PAYNE GARDEN

391 W ilson S treet
Brew er, M a in e 04412

BARGAIN LUMBER
2x4 2x6, 2x8
ztl
random length

$195.00 per i ,000 b/f at the mill

Boarding Boards - $195.00 per 1,000 b/f at the mill

Y a r d S ta in & B e tte r G r a d e a t R e d u c e d P ric e s
Piles o f Matched Boards W eather Stained 9 $100.00 per pile

34 Years' Experience

Call 825-4131

John Robichaud

R . L e o n W illia m s L u m b e r C o .
8 4 3 -7 3 3 1

Brew er Lake Rd., O rrington

Route 9

E. Eddington, ME.

s a l v a g e

mrnmm
FAMOUS ICECREAM

2 5 A C R E S ,,,

-

BREWER LAKE,
E. ORRINGTON

D O M E S TIC & F O R E IG N

Lucerne
Ceramic Shop
Home o f the Original
Blueberry Dishes

RALPH H . B R O W N
Roofing • Painting • W allpapering • Floor Finishing
Furniture Finishing

LOW PRICES AT COMPETITIVE RATES
Ask A b o u t O u r 3 0 -D a y G u a ra n te e

IN BUSINESS
SINCE 1888

G

WE HAVE A LARGE INVENTORY OF USED TIRES

Distributed by:

GETCHELL BROS., INC.
St., Brewer
(207) 989-7336

USED AUTO PARTS
H O U R S : M O N D A Y - SATU R D A Y 8 to 5
T o ll F r e e D ia l

Bar Harbor Road
D ED H A M

1- 8 0 0 - 8 3 2 -1 7 0 0

8 4 3 -5 1 0 5

One Union

A t th e c o n v e n ie n c e s to r e , d ru g s to r e , o r
s u p e r m a r k e t in y o u r a r e a .

HOURS:
M onday - Friday*
9:00 a.m . to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m . till Noon

RESIDENTIAL

—

COMMERCIAL

—

INDUSTRIAL

M A IN RD., ORRINGTON

T.i. 8 2 5 - 3 6 0 6

The Brewer
Real Estate Transactions
From the Penobscot County Registry Of Deeds
For July 23-30

Pizza Shop
Opening New
Outlet in
Brewer
Yianni’s Pizza and
Pub to Move into
Penobscot Square

BREWER—The former Reg
Faulkner building on Penobscot
Square is being completely
remodeled as the future site of
Yianni’s Pizza and Pub. Strated
in early July, the $50,000 project
is to be completed in August with
:he opening scheduled for
September 1. The 3,000 square
foot building will be designed as a
sit-down pizza establishment that
will also feature seafood and
Italian specialities.
Greek for John, Yianni’s is the
name of a small chain of suc
cessful stores operated by Paul
Blanchette of Veazie.
Originally from Portsmouth,
N.H., Blanchette bought the first
Yianni’s in Nachua, N.H. in

1979. In 1981, the family business
opened their second store in
Lewiston. Stores in farmington,
Waterville, and Bangor followed.
In 1983, the Blanchettes opened
stores in Orono. “ My wife Janet
is a native of Blue Hill, a
graduate of the University of
Maine and we wanted to return to
this end of Maine. Most people in
southern Maine and New Hamp
shire are afraid to move this far
north because they don’t unders
tand the economics in this part of
the state. We felt there was a need
for comfortable, family-oriented
stores to enjoy pizza and all of
our locations are successful
because of good quality food at
reasonable prices.”
The Brewer location was

BREWER

HOLDEN

Alfred P. Webster to James J.
Rocha.
Robert H. and Eunice A.
Miller to Gary M. Ross.
Edward R. and Mary M.
Holland to Country Acres
Associates
Robert H. and Mary A. Ken
ney to Lynn C. and Deborah J.
Johnston
Bernard E. and Lorraine D.
Chase to Linwood E. and Mabel
A. Lufkin.
Earl S. and Kathleen A. Good
win to John J. Jr. and P. Madon
na Quirk.

William B. Hopkins to Herve>
M. and Cynthia Triplett.
EDDINGTON
Donald M. and I. Christines
Elliot to Cliff B. and Linda D.
Rohrobacher.
Ronald L. and Donna M.
Holland to Henry G. and Rena
C. White.
ORRINGTON
Darlene L. Brown to Frank H.
Foss.
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Plentiful Produce at
Brewer Farmer’s Market
By Rhea Robbins
BREWER — Business has
been brisk at the Brewer Farmner’s Market recently, despite the
gray and overcast weather. The
market, located at the Brewer
Auditorium, is open Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
has six to nine local farmers sell
ing their wares, some organically
grown and some not, but one
thing is certain, the fruits and
produce are plentiful. The
following is a list of farmers and
their stock they have available.
William Whitcomb, Newburgh
Red and white potoatoes, str
ing beans, cucumbers, cabbage,
beets, zucchini, snap peas, sum
mer squash.

selected because,“ There is no sitdown pizza store here in Brewer.
We surveyed the market and
decided Brewer could and would
support a nice family restaurant.
We picked this building because
it’s downtown and it’s hard to
find reasonably priced locations
that you can get long term leases
on. We want to build an affor
dable sit-down pizza shop where
families can enjoy a good meal,
and we’re not limited to pizza.
We’ll have other lines and when
we finish the outside of the
building it should compliment
Penobscot Square.”
Ten to 12 people will be
employed in the new business and
construction is being done by
Achorn Builders of Brewer.

Three Elms Farm, Glenburn:
John and Pauleena Seeber
Peas and raspberries, mixed
vegetables, floral and green
house plants.
Dawn- Ti l l - Do n e - F a r m,
Costigan: Bill and Francine
Mackowski

Beets, refigerator pickles, zuc
chini, cauliflower, red and white
potatoes, peas, onions, scallions,
carrots, green peppers, assortec
floral and green house plants.
Peacemeal Farm, Dixmont: Tom
Roberts, Lisa Parker (organically
grown)
Dill, lettuce, tomatoes, beets,
cucumbers, snow peas, romano
beans, red and white potatoes,
broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower,
zucchini, radishes, assorted floral
and green house plants.
Bittersweet Farm, Bradford:
Jane and Paul Little (organic)
Red and white potatoes, car
rots, scallions, romaine lettuce,
beans, iceberg lettuce, paste
tomatoes for canning.
Maurice Martin, Newburgh
Beets, carrots, green and
yellow beans, radishes, beets, red
and white potatoes, cucumbers,
corn, squash, blueberries,
tomatoes, pumpkins.

Tom Roberts o f Dixmont, a regular seller at the Brewer
Farmer's Market.

Holden Public Meetings
Can You
Name the One
Investment That Offers:

For August, 1986
August 11: Planning Board Meeting

E High Market-Based Interest
0 Guaranteed Minimum Earnings
0 Special Tax Advantages
0 N o Risk

August 18: Selectmens’ Meeting
All meetings are held at the Holden Town Hall and
begin at 7 p.m .

WE NEED A FEW MORE GOOD
PAPER CARRIERS
Brewer: W ashington neighborhood
State St. neighborhood
And we don’t have a single
PAPERGIRL YET!!!
*n
Call The Register
Orrington Holden Eddington
at 989-1895

DAWSON 9 47-3363

0 And the Worry-Free Ease of Payroll
Savings?

New U.S. Savings Bonds.

Bangor's No. 1 home selling team .
Put us to work for you!

Put some guarantees in your future . . .
and ask about Payroll Savings
where you work lixlay

OPEN MON.-FRI., 8-7, SAT. 8-4, SUN. 11-3

^Uj^Sn^tU’s Ronds ★
,Ameriot's favorite w.tv tosave!

UliUA

Executive Home

Al Bicknell
R ealto r

Beautiful country home w/mother-in-law apartment upstairs. Fieldstone
fireplace in family room , spacious eat-in fully applianced kitchen, porch
w/sliders to lovely backyard. Priced at $ 92 , 500 . Make an appointment today!

Free Market Analysis and Full-Time Pro
fessional Service for all your residential
and commercial needs.

AtAEMBE.ROf THE iTI
SEARSFINANCALNETWORKU

HOLDEN

ORRINGTON

Very comfortable & cozy contemporary
home featuring: 3 BR's, 1 Zi baths, kitchen,
large dining area, LR w/w oodstove, formal
DR, laundry/sewing rm , 2 car garage, in
terior & exterior balconies & closets.
Panoramic views. $ 1 0 5 ,0 0 0 .

Charming chalet nestled in 24 acres of
pine on secluded dead end road. Four
bedrooms, 2 baths, sauna, family room
with brick hearth & airtight wood stove.
Large living room with cathedral ceilings,
field sto n e fire p la c e & w o o d s to v e .
$ 94 ,500 .

1»
H r 111
REAL ESTATE

825-4440 (Home)
942-6773 (OHIte)

We Buy and Sell

Antiques and Thing-ees • Interesting and Unusual Toys
Trains • Dolls and Child-Related Items
Limoges • Cobalt Blue • Sterling Silver • Furniture
Always Buying Anything Old or Unusual
Doll Restoration and Repair

Watson's Hardware
9 8 9 -7 6 6 7

O w n er is building another hom e and says, “ Sell this o n e !” 12 x 65
Am herst. Tip-out 1 2 x 18 addition, 2 porches, new roof & tw o car garage
w /storage overhead. 1.25 acres.
Landscaped for privacy. Reduced to
$ 28 , 500 . See to appreciate!

SALE

W aterfront Privacy

388 South M ain St., B rew er

ANTIQUE CELLAR
484 Wilson Street, Brewer
(The former Northeast Chrysler Building)

9:30-4:30
Plenty of Free Parking
Chance or Appointment Sat. & Sun. Call anytime
M/C or Visa

M onday-F riday.

989-

1 0 %

to 2 0 %

M o st Item s
in Stock!

2416

■v

No Fooling Around Here

C a rp e t
Only tw o miles below
Murphy's Steak House ▼

^
▼

L. H. Thompson
20 S. M ain S treet
Brewer, M aine

Ml

JL .

989-3280 989-4750

Outer Wilson St., Brewer, Maine (207) 989-1939

REDUCED
N e w 3-4 Gambrel w /dorm er in one of
B rew er’s finest neighborhoods. Features
include unique post & beam construction
w /R -25 walls & R-40 roof, V/i baths, ther
mo windows, 2 garage & elec/wood heat.
$10 4 ,0 0 0 .

C O L D U ie L L

Year-round home w/a parcel of land, this house was totally redone in 1980 .
Large, bright rooms w/beautiful views, 3 bedroom s, I Vi baths, 2 fireplaces.

B A N K e w a

AM ER IC A N HERITAG E REAL ESTATE
AnIndependentlyOwnedendOperatedMember of ColdweRBanker Residential Affiliates, Inc.

942-6773

510 Broadway, Bangor
E v e n in g s : R u s s H a r r in g t o n

417 M ain Street
Bangor, M aine 04401
2 0 7 -947 -6788

EB.

REAUOR*

PRINTING

EAST SIDE RANCH
Four bedrooms, FR, large intown lot, heats
easily w /w ood o r oil. I Vi baths, one car
garage. $79 ,0 0 0 .

OnluiK
a
PARKWAY

R E A L T Y

9 4 7 -8 1 6 1

L iz

C u rra n

9 8 9 -3 7 0 9

Toll Free 1-800-44 3-2781, Ext. 2601
A m e r i c a ' s L a r g e s t Fu ll S e r v ic e R e a l E s t a t e C o m p a n y

4 9 A CM E RO AD ,
P.O. BOX 4 7 9

□3

REALTOR*

(Behind the Brewer
Post Office)
BREWER, MAINE 04412

tel.

9 8 9 -4 9 6 8

1-800-432-1676

Fantastic Savings on Bigelow Carpets!
One of the Industry’s Finest
Reg. $37.95 square yard

Sale Price

$18.99 sq. y d .

Anso IV Nylon
Stain Resistant
Anti-Static
A ction Back
C olor Fast

Plush Cut and Loop Carpets.
Many Colors to Choose From

9nly $ 8 .9 9 sq . y d .

Hours: Monday-Thursday 9-6, Friday 9-8
Saturday 8-5 and Sunday 10-4
N7DAYS A WEEK
E
P
O
YDS. IN STOCK

COVER
CM C
ME
CUSTOM
A ll Types of
Custom Upholstering

•
•
•
•
•
•

T w o unit apartment house located on dead-end street, neai
dustry and commerce. Upstairs offers 5-bedroom apartrrx
Downstairs apartment is 4 rooms. Private entrances, sha
drive. Excellent investment opportunity at $27,900.

Bangor/Brewer’s Best Buy!
Over 300' commercially zoned road frontage on busy Rt. IA in Brewer. Total
of over 30 acres of land plus a small single family home located on the site. Lots of
potential here! Bargain priced at $ 9 5 ,0 0 0 .

Furniture
Cars, Trucks
Vans, Boats
Snowmobiles
Motorcycles
Truck Covers

9 8 9 -4

Brewer Multi-Family

Acreage W ith River Frontage

124

Bar H arbor Rd., Holden

Grassy knolls, fields and woods offer something for everyone!
A pprox. 420 acres boasting river frontage on Maine’s forem ost
salmon river — the Penobscot. Picture the possibilities! $225,000.

M O V IN G ? For housing in fo rm atio n an y w h e re in th e U .S.A ., call
TOLL FREE 1-800-525-8910, Ext. 3131 (N o t fo r Rentals)
Sharon Brown 825 -4 5 9 5 — Cindy Russell 8 4 3 -5 3 3 9
C athy Bradbury 3 3 8 -5 4 6 3 — A ndy Clark 9 4 2 -7 7 9 6
Cathy V ie l 9 4 7 -4 8 5 3
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EDITORIALS & OPINIONS
Letters to the Register

Commentary
So how was your week? Right, I know what
you mean. It rained on everybody’s parade. It
rained on the fair, it rained on the Canusa
Games, it rained on the GBO, it rained on the
golf tourney at Pine Hill, it rained on sales pro
jections for ice cream, suntan lotion, ice, beach
admissions, campgrounds, convertibles, it rain
ed on the Legion games, it rained on the hikers
hitching to Bar Harbor. It simply rained on
everything and everyone all week.
About the only thing it didn’t rain on was
controversy. And it seems we have more of that
from South Main Street. About 14” in fact. It
seems the new elevation of the street will be a
little more than a foot below the original eleva
tion. No big thing. Unless your name is Tozier
and you have just invested your life’s savings;
mortgaged, I assume, your soul to some finan
cial institution well into the next century; or
own a business along the brand new street that

By Fred Martin

should be renamed as ‘The Street of No
Access.’
If there has been a colossal mistake made in
the design of South Main Street, it would
behoove the City Council to look into the
Public Works Department and if there is
evidence of incompetence, heads should roll.
Before the steamrollers do.
Other than that, it was a dull old week all
around. But buck up, bucko. It will be hot and
dry in January and February. And if you
believe that you’ll believe your taxes wilL
decrease next year by the same amount they will
increase this year.

The New Fad: Fadless
By Tory Brotherhood
Hershey bars are not a fad. Neither are
Beethoven, decent Scotch, and loyal VW bugs.
Cyndi Lauper, thank goodness, is no longer a
trendy artiste; too bad kids still dress like her.
It’s possible that Brewer city councilors who
said that they wouldn’t raise property taxes
were just saying that they followed popular
tastes, but voters should decide that for
themselves.
Often life comes down to what is popular. A
majority decides-or maybe it’s just the fashion
designers and store buyers--that stirrup pants
and Reeboks are popular. Never mind that only
95-pound teenagers look good in them; before
you know it, everyone’s wearing them. But I
for -one am not going to pay 25 bucks for
sneakers for a six-year old.
Seriously, I think it’s time to stop following
fads, and I’m not necessarily talking about
fashion anymore. The problem is that most of
us prefer People magazine to Time , glitz and
gloss are more important than substance and
issues. At the end of a long, hard day, people
want to turn on ‘‘Entertainment Tonight” and
find out which celebrities are celebrating
birthdays. They don’t want to know that
Reagan has moved to produce chemical
weapons for the first time since 1969. They
aren’t nearly as interested in a pledge of 500
tons of hay by Maine farmers to droughtstricken counterparts in the Southeast, as they
are interested in what’s new at the movies.
The entertainment business—especially televi

Letters should be typed, if possible and not exceed 250 words. If more
space is needed consider writing a 400-500 word commentary. All letters
must be signed and include a telephone number where you can be reached
to verify the letter’s authenticity. Anonymous letters will only be printed
under very special circumstances, so take responsibility for what you write.
We reserve the right to edit all letters for libel.

sion since it’s so accessible-is designed to
amuse the public, not ossify it. Fashion is sup
posed to clothe consumers, not consume them.
Remember the marshmallow man in
‘‘Ghostbusters” ? Well, to me, that represents
what’s happening to some human values: being
chic is becoming more important than being in
formed, and instead of keeping fads in their
place, they’re turning into an enormous, sweet
stickiness that engulfs us all.
Fads get us in a lot of trouble: pot leads to
coke leads to crack; tight-fitting Calvins lead to
dieting leads to anorexia. Lord knows what led
to pro-wrestling and the Incredible Hulk. And
what an immoral travesty it is that the Vietnam
War gave birth to Rambo.
I say, cut out the glitz. Pay attention to the
national news instead of ‘‘Lifestyles of the Rich
and Famous.” In their own separate ways, each
is depressing, but at least you’ll be informed.
Put fads in their place-goofy trends, not
reasons for living-and rekindle what most
challenges and intrigues the human mind. Pre
adolescent girls are watching cartoons in the
morning, soap operas at night. Can you blame
them for not knowing how to tie their miniature
Reeboks? Cut the fads. Cut the fluff.
Remember that underneath Joan Collins’ slick
surface is a saavy lady making big bucks in spite
of the fact that she can’t act. That’s all. Money.
When you start worshipping fads, it means that
you’re rewarding what’s popular even if it is
vacuous, and popular means profitable. If you
refuse to pay to see Rambo, Rambo will go
away.

Hunters Should Insist on Management Priority
To The Register,
Predator man, the hunter, is soon to be
replaced by the predator coyote.
Every indication by biologists point to the
fact that they are serving the coyote rather than
man, the hunter-the one who pays their salary.
Generally speaking, the fish and game
department was organized to create a yearly
surplus of fish and game so that the sportsman
could harvest the surplus. The sportsman pays
the bill. Recently, biologists, have been embrac

ing the Maine coyote as a necessary predator.
In fact, it is rumored that biologists released
many of the coyotes in Maine.
When is the sportsman going to insist on a
change in fish and game management? May I
give another example? There is a lot of country
in down-east Maine and deer are as scarce as
‘‘hens teeth” in that area. Yet management
wanted a ‘‘doe permit” law to regulate the
downeast deer herd. The unbelievable irony of
this story is that area sports writers and even

SAM (Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine) sup
ported such legislation. A ‘‘doe permit” law is
a management tool for eliminating a surplus
deer herd, where over-browsing might result. It
is absolutely necessary to preserve the doe deer
if the Maine deer herd is to be increased.
One fact is certain, either the sportsman gets
smart and insists on fish and game management
changes or be prepared to give up his sport.
Doug Blanchard

Folded Newspapers Proven Better At Flying
To the Register,
While browsing through my junk mail, I had
the occasion to observe a recent issue of the
Brewer Register.
My initial reaction was to check the cheap
ads for “ used bait” and then assign it to
fireplace use.

A Citizen’s Column

However, I must say after a cursory inspec
tion the ocular evidence indicates a certain
amount of success in this fledging endeavor.
Despite the insistence of the mailman to in
clude this item in the junk mail category, I have
after viewing recent issues, concluded that this
paper can indeed fly.
By Barbara Bristow

Criticism has been leveled at the manner in
which some members of the Ad Hoc Finance
Committee have been treated. What has been
overlooked by all is the part the council played
in the unfolding drama.
At the formation of the committee many
citizens voiced their concerns publicly and
privately. It is unfortunate that the council
chose not to listen and investigate the validity
of those concerns. They ignored all the storm
warnings and then were horrified at the fury of
the hurricane that insued.
The Ad Hoc Finance Committee met a total
of five times. An in-depth study to ascertain if
the finance department was being managed
properly and meeting its stated goals was not

addressed. They did not discuss if the depart
ment was successfully shifting the financing of
the city from the taxpayer to alternative sources
of income. The committee did not discuss if the
department was being successful in raising our
bond rating, causing a lowering of the interest
rate at which the city borrows, thus achieving
long term savings for the taxpayers. It did not
identify the strengths of the department and
how the city could build upon those strengths.
The credibility of the report was further
damaged when the conflicts some members had
with the Finance Department was revealed. One
member was notified of an impending sewer
lien if the bill in question was not paid. Two
members were from a company where a bypass

Simply fold paper in half lengthwise, fold top
right and top left corner to center, now fold in
half from left to right then fold left bottom and
right bottom to center, Good Luck.
Allan Watts
ed sewer meter problem had been discovered
and rectified.
The most damaging conflict rests squarely on
the shoulders of Larry Doughty. On April 8th,
he initiated the resolve to form the committee,
then on May 6th nominated a member who had
in a written communication dated March 27th
recommended the firing of the finance director.
When a member of the council acts in an ir
responsible manner it then becomes the respon
sibility of the remaining members to call that
councilor to task. If the council does not police
itself then the public has no alternative but to
bring these issues to light.
The public trust placed in the councilors can
not be taken lightly. Their actions must be
above board, without favoritism, and based on
the greater good of all.

Peripheral Visions
t

Two Kinds of Passage
By Bob Edson
All good things come to and end, the saying
goes. What was good is always debatable, of
course; it is often called sprgress. My little town
got hit with a double whammy this month, and
urban civilization crept a bit closer to the old
farmhouse.
I wonder if anyone else remebers a poem call
ed “ This Passing of the Outhouse,” commonly
attributed to James Whitcomb Riley? It was a
favorite of my fathers, possibly because he
grew up spending a good deal of time perched
on one, and no doubt fearing all the while that
he was about to be grabbed from the depths
below. Not to mention spiders. Riley must have
had a real gift to glamorize the old stinkholes.
Now I have two of my own odes to write: The
Passing of the Dump, and The Passing of the
Telephone Operator. Not that either one hasn’t
been covered by someone else already, but they
never happened to me before.
Thanks to the Environmental Protection
Agency and some irresponsible dumpers, we
were told a few months ago to close our dump
or else face a stiff fine. The first of July was it.
No more shooting rats. No nore swaping “ junque” with Ralph. Now I’ll be joining my city
mouse cousins and put my neatly bagged gar
bage out for the trash collector. It’s progress, I
suppose, but I’m going to miss it.

Editorial Correction
It was reported in Barbara Bristow’s July 22
“ A Citizen’s Column” that Brewer City Clerk
Arthur Verow received a 5 percent raise for
1987. This is incorrect. Because of a city council
resolution, all non-union city employees with
salaries between $25,000 and $30,000 will
receive a one percent pay increase for 1987. Ci
ty Clerk Verow, in fitting this salary category,
will receive this increase. During four weeks out

— Not so the u b iq u ito u s T elephone
Operator—she I can live without. How much
of Maine still has to contend with dialing (for
those lucky enough to have a dial) and having
an operator come on line. “ Number, please.”
When I was growing up, the operator came on
to ask for the number of the party you wanted;
forty years later they had pregressed to asking
what number I was calling from.
Well, no more. The day after the dump clos
ed, the telephone operator closed too. Seems
they have discovered this machine that the
other 49 states have been using for two decades
which will automatically record your phone
number. Will wonders never cease.
I tried to say goodbye to her last night, but
they don’t talk, you know. They know
“ Number, please” (or a gruff “ Number, only
on their off days) and “ Thank you.” That’s it.
I wouldn’t have minded so much if you could
have chatted with them, gotten the weather
report, or found out what their kids did with
the cat.
This era died silently, without even a
whimper. There was, I think, a grudging “ Uhhuh” I heard but it might have been a bit of
static on the line. On second thought, I don’t
think I will write those two poems. We have
had it wrong all these years. When Riley wrote
his tome, he was probably sitting on a new flush
toilet, grinning.
of the year, Mr. Verow fills the position of ac
ting city manager while City Manager Harold
Parks is on vacation and at conferences. For
this, Mr. Verow receives a stipend equal to the
difference between his and the city manager’s
weekly salary. Mr. Parks has three weeks an
nual vacation time and one week conference
time. This stipend is not considered part of the
city clerk’s salary. The Register apologizes for
any misunderstanding this may have created.

Douglas Watts, Editor
Fred Martin, Publisher
115 Wilson St.
Subscription Rate
Brewer, ME 04412
$15 a Year
© The Brewer Publishing Co. All rights reserved.

Telephone 989-1895

Councilor Backs Down On Promise
I was furious when I read the account of
Monday night’s (July 28, 1986) action of the ci
ty council in approving a budget raising the
Brewer tax rate by a token $1.95 per thousand.
This is on the heels of a whopping Social
Security increase averaging $8.00 a month or
$96.00 a year, to help defray the average of a
$97.50 increase on their 1986-1987 tax bill along
with an average of $24.00 a year increase in
their sewer tax. Now that’s what some people
call progress. No wonder some elderly
homeowners, living on fixed incomes, are wont
to sell their homes and live in elderly housing.
Those fortunate enough to have procured
eldery housing will be paying approximately
$24.00 a year more for housing on their $96.00
increase in their S.S. check, this without the
constant worry of utilities and maintainance. A
saving of $121.50 if they owned their own
homes.
The City Manager and the Chairman of the
Brewer City Council, fain may be, con
gratulated the council members for doing a
complimentary job in holding the taxes down to
a mere $1.95. If you want services you have to
pay for them? I hear this at every meeting.
Twelve thousand dollars to maintain over 100
miles of city streets. That’s services? I don’t
V r» r» w
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By Charles Butera

Brewer, but for me that is an apparent uncons
cionable insult to my intelligence. It sounds like
the old con game to me: giving you nothing for
something and making you grateful for it.
Phooey!
One member cast the one dissenting vote at
the budget’s first reading. Strange but at all of
the budget hearings that I attended, that same
councilor fought valiantly to keep the so-called

“It sounds like the old con game to me:
giving you nothing for something and
making you grateful for it. Phooey/ ”
exhorbitant salaries intact. At the Finance
Department Hearing, he vociferously and firm
ly voted against the findings of the Ad Hoc
Committee to Study the Finance Department
committing himself to the retention of the
Finance Director’s title in lieu of the recom
mendation of two councilors for a title change
to Treasurer, which would have saved the city
thousands of dollars.
Not once during my attendance was this
councilor in favor of cutting any department
head salaries, or for the elimination of any
departments.
We are a small town of 9,000 residents but
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megalopolis. Sounds to me like big heads and
small pocketbooks. In all fairness to the people,
this dissenter of accepting the budget has only
himself to blame for the turmoil and distaste
that will be forthcoming when the tax bills are
rendered to the public, showing a huge increase
in their bill, after voting for a no increase
pledge by the members of the city council.
I wonder if he doesn’t realize that his vote,
along with the other two proponents of conser
vative and sound fiscal government, would
have assured no increase in taxes this year. His
was the deciding vote. His was the vote that
assured the taxpayer a $1.95 tax increase. He
was the champion of the department heads, at
least of those department heads that come
under the scrutiny of the full council, when all
five members were in attendance. He fought the
good fight, but on the wrong battlefield.
Perhaps it’s not to late for him to reconsider.
The tax bills haven’t been mailed out yet.
The big mistake the council made was by not
allocating fixed amounts to each department in
forming the department heads to make their
own cuts with the stipulation that they cannot
exceed their budget. The budget authorized by
the council, not the budget proposed by the
various department heads. After all isn’t that
what thpv 5»rp hpino
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BOOK REVIEW

Ellsworth Author Uncorks A Dutch Thriller
The Rattle Rat
By Janwillem van de Wetering
By Rachel Nady

RECORD REVIEW
Executive Slacks
Fire & Ice
EXECUTIVE

SLACKS
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By Douglas Watts
What can you say about a
group called Executive Slacks?
Are they a polyester quintet goof
ing on 70s golf fashions? Or a
group of young corporatehopefuls fooling us cynical
bystanders into thinking they’re
not in the capitalistic mold we
love to hate but refuse to
eliminate?
The answer, of course, is none
of the above. However, as am
biguous as those questions are,
Executive Slacks’ motives are
equally
clo u d y .
This

PERSONALS!!!
Chess partner wanted. TBR. 115 Wilson St.,
Box 25. Brewer.
At home he thinks he's a musician!!!
Frustrated, yet original, young male with
electric bass, acoustic gee-tah and Casio
micro-key bo^fS looking for someone to lose
sleep with jamrfung and what-not, playing
stuff by Gang of four, Buzzcocks, Linton
Kwesi Johnson, Husker Du, Zappa. Sly &
Robbie, Fear, The Ramones, and Pablo
Moses. 1 know most of the songs, just need
someone to share the cost of the beer. Strict
ly non-professional as I don't jwant to have
the fun taken out of it by doing it for a living.
Extra points if you know some Blind Lemon
Jefferson. Call 866-3878, no answer,
989-18%. Time’s a wastin._____________
ATTRACTIVE male, 42, seeks discreet,
mute, relationship with a stable woman.
Write R. 16, Summer. Box 129, 04401
tf

Philadelphia, PA trio specializes
in hard, riveting, bare-to-thebone electronic funk rhythms
with little concern toward
anything except creating the
perfect monster beat.
Think of it as aerobic music for
enraged android elephants or
something to listen to on your
Walkman while being hunted
down by Ninja Olympic sprinters
through a ten foot sewer pipe that
is rapidly filling with rainwater as
you feel the cool breeze of whirl
ing num-chuks tickling the short
hairs on the back of your neck.
Despite being as trite as
psuedo-80s lingo like “ touch
base,” the album’s title “ Fire &
Ice” is actually a good descrip
tion of its music. Relying on syn
thesized bass and heavily process
ed guitars and other assorted
fillers, the Slacks’ sound is icy,
but all the while the energy of
their rhythms are anything but
frozen.
For the most part, the group
takes late 70s funk riffs and
pushes them beyond their normal
limit, the roto-toms of drummer
Bobby Rae neatly filling the
lighting quick pauses between
bass drum’s lurch. Somehow,
this gives them an extra kick that
the music thrives on.
LET’S EAT TOBACCO! Learn all
about Nature’s hidden poisons in my
new cookbook. Lots of recipes include
great heaps of sugar, large billowing
mounds of lard and — believe it or not
— chemical fertilizer! The same
poison you toss on your tomatoes you
can now shove directly into you
mouth! It’s easier than you think.
Why take your time — suicide can be a
blast! For details write Rex Havock,
Box 13, BR.
EXTREMELY HUNGRY woman
seeks energetic, useful, loving, pa
tient, clean, young, tanned, clean,
thoughtful, fairly macho, tall, hand
some, muscled, funny, intense,
serious, light-hearted, neat, rich,
blind, hard-working, inventive and
creative cook. Resumes, references
and recent photo (full-frontal) to:
Hungry, Box 999, BR.

This is the story of a murder in
the Netherlands, and how four
members of the Amsterdam
Murder Brigade intelligently
stumble about finding the
murderer. It’s also an interesting
talk on how things work in that
over-taxed, over-governed, over
policed mainly agricultural state,
written by a man who used to be
a cop there, who now lives in
Ellsworth. And beyond that, it’s
a story heavily laden with Zen
symbolism, I guess, I guess,
which, while it’s wasted on ig
norant me, I’m sure would prove
delightful to the enlightened.
You may recall that the
Netherlands as Holland, a pro
vince thereof, where they have
dikes, windmills, wooden shoes,
tulips, and semi-legal prostitution
and heroin. And a 40 per cent in
come tax. In his preface, the
au th o r tells us th at the
Netherlands consists of 11 pro
vinces, like our states but for one,
Friesland, which has resisted
uniting with the rest of the coun
try for centuries. You might
think of Maine rejecting the rest
of New England by using its own
language and its own currency.
Stubbornly independent, refusing
to embrace the eminent domain
of the sovereign s ta te ,
Frieslanders know in their hearts
that they are racially better than
the rest of the country ... and so
on.
So a perfectly despicable
Frieslander is found murdered
and burned in Amsterdam, and
the Murder Brigade, headed by
the old soldier, the commissaris,
who reminds us constantly that
he is from Friesland, responds by
more or less assigning Adjutant
Grijpstra, Sergeant de Gier, and
young Constable (or Detective)

However, during this album’s
time on the turntable, you get the
im pression that the band
develops these great riffs and
loses sight of what to do with
them. On earlier albums, such as
“ Nausea” and “ You Can’t Hum
When You’re Dead,” the band
disposed of vocals except for oc
casional processed ' prim al
screams and concentrated oncranking out their crushing
sound.
On “ Fire & Ice” they’ve mov
ed into the dubious world of giv
ing their music literal meaning
and it doesn’t work too well. For
the most part, the lyrics sound
like first takes that are done to fit
the beat and are then trashed for
something with meaning. Unfor
tunately, the first take lyrics seem
to be all we get. While I have no
quarrel with them, they don’t
seem to say anything, or add
anything, so why bother?
Except for a couple goofy
numbers like “ RJ: Sex God Ex
traordinaire,” a short percussive
song based on a two note piano
tap and some straight up jazz
drumming, the album pretty
much sticks to standard issue Ex
ecutive Slacks: little meaning and
lots of movement, a nice com
bination when being chased
through sewers by aerobic Ninjas
from the ninth dimension.
TIRED of the same old sheets? I
was, too. I sleep in luxury, now, com
fortably blissful between thick slabs of
home-baked bread. I call it the Bread
Sheet, and I’d be happy to show you
how you, too, can know the security
of peanut butter, or ham and cheese,
or even tuna. Sam Wisch, Box 7, BR.

AHOY to all the ships at sea! It’s
me, the Penobscot Ployboy, plowing
his way Downeast from Upsouth, and
all points in between, and so on. It’s
been a long voyage and I’m looking
for a nice young place to hang my hat
and settle my anchor, and all that.
Shivver my timbers, anybody?

WANT TO HOWL like a wolf?
Bark like a dog? Squeal like a pig?
Bray like a jack-ass? Of course you
do! Who doesn’t? Come join Me, and
My Friends down on the new bridge
next full moon. Howlin’ Bob and his
Animal Boys.and Girls. Midnight.

L E G IB L E boy lo o k in g for
remarkable reader to tell him which
end is up. What is Art if it ain’t seen?
Looking’s one thing, seeing’s another.
Dog Boy.

PEAKS HILL LODGE

HARD WORKING born again and
again looking for venture capital to
help start Fundamentalist dairy pro
ducts company called Jesus’ Cheeses.
Interested? Pyramid Products, Box
666, BR.

Closed Until
SEPTEMBER
Dancing 9-1

843-6005

Ramada Inn
357 Odlin Road
Bangor, 947-6961

T & K Seafoods

Complimentary Hors d ’Oeuvres 4-7p.m.
Drink Specials, Too!

53 Center S t.( Brewer

“ Fifteen Two . . . Fifteen Four
Come out and show your stuff at our Monday night Cribbage Tour
nament starting July 21st at 7:30 p.m. Doubles only, elimina
tion is best out of three games per round. Entry fee is $3.00 per per
son. Cash prizes and gifts.

First-Class Cardozo to the case.
I don’t unrWct^nd it
40ish. not-bel'ied but strong,
More or less, in that protocal
What I do understand is the manly, tough, hard, cynical; and
seems extremely relaxed within neat way van de Wetering the commissaris — due to retire,
and among most of the branches quarters his investigative team in small ailing and tired, but wise
of varying forms of Dutch cops,
and smart and powerful. While
and there is a lot of them: to four parts of a typical man: each character is unique, readers
Municipal police, for the cities; Cordozo, young, idealist, impa will readily identify with each as
State Troopers, for outside the tient; de Gier — approaching 30, an aspect of themselves, making
cities; the Military Police, which hyper-gonadal, aloof, self- it ultimately an enjoyable read,
guards the frontiers; along with confident, ordered; Grijpstra — even for the unenlightened.
the Army, Navy and Air Force —
all of whom have little to do in
the quiet little country where the
farmers deal in cash to protect
themselves from the Tax Collec
The Great Bung-a-Low is
tors, whom everybody hates.
The setting can be confusing a psychoid registered with
for both the reader and the out- the Brewer Chamber of
of-state characters as they con Chamber Pots. His head is
tinue to get lost in Friesland, kept in a mayonnaise jar in the Register's root cellar un
looking almost passively it seems
for clues. It’s almost funny. This til his clairvoyant cries and squawks squeeze through the
murder mystery is so-so: the clues floor boards to be copied down on slate tablets by our
the author lays out for us are alert editorial staff.
regularly picked up by the cops
50 pages later, there are more CANKER: There’s a great deal on raft of yez can stay home ’cuz I
than enough red herrings to your mind: check for seagulls need some peace and quiet. And
ponder, and he draws the story to above your head and start wearing a shut that dog up while you’re at
a fairly good ending; nothing hat when near the river.
it. Jeez ...
stupendous, almost predictable.
AREAS: Get closer to the earth if LIBRA:You will have a spell of
However, that’s just the sur you can, perhaps by gardening, amnesia and foolishly pack the
face of the book. Moby Dick, for perhaps by croaking off when you kids and dog for a fun-filled cam
example taken on it’s surface open your city tax bill. Either way, ping trip to Acadia. When you
value, is simply awful. Not that keep a shovel handy at all time.
get there the campground will be
“ The Rattler” is “ Moby Dick,”
empty except for a drunken lout
but there is a lot more here than LEO:Postpone travel plans. in the co rn er site with
just a murder mystery. The hard Why? Because I said so. No, Massachusetts plates and a pellet
seriously, why? Because when I gun who sits in a lawn chair
part is understanding it.
What I know about Zen Bud take my vacation I wanna get a throwing beer nuts at squirrels
dhism you could stick in your eye &?$*@! + § campsite at Acadia. until they’re close enough to
and not notice. The author has So go somewhere else this sum plink them. Then he bites their
spent two years in a Zen mer.
heads off and ties trout flies with
monastery and has written books VIRGO:You too. In fact I don’t the tails.
care what sign you are, the whole
on it.
(see HORROR page 8)

The Weakly Horrorscope

The Weekly Crossword
ACROSS
Greenbacks
— nova
Mr. Novarro
Pole: Sp.
Mediterranean
island
20 Edgar — Poe
21 Marble
22 Put up
24 Historian Durant
25 Sloped
26 Glue
27 Card game
28 Doris Day flick: 5
wds.
32 Smoothing
machine
33 Romantic tale
34 That woman
35 Perfumes
36 Hindu discipline
39 Mr. Khayyam
41 "Harper Valley
—”
42 Food store
46 — Lake City
48 Woe is me!
49 — da Vinci
54 Geum plant
56 Spire
58 Nasty
59 Actress Kate
O ’—

60 President
Ronald —
62 European iris
63 Swamps
64 Aleutian Island
65 Surround
67 “ ------- Yankee
Doodle Dandy”
68 Indian chief
70 Marcel Marceau,
e.g.
71 Sault — Marie
72 Moslem prayer
leader
74 Amerindian
76 Toledo native
78 Hottentots
80 Wrath

Lobster Meat • Scallops • Clams
Lobster • Fresh Fish • Shrimp

9 8 9 -5 2 0 9
We Pack Lobster for A ir and Car Travel
Lobster Cooked by O rder

“. . . And What About Wednesday ?”
ELECTRONIC DARTS! Starting July 23rd at 7:30 p.m. Elimina
tion tournament. Entry fee is $3.00 per person. Cash prizes and
gifts.

WHAT'S NEW AT

MB

H a rd e n s
NORTH BREWER S H O P P IN G CENTER
NORTH M A IN ST.. BREWER

Lo o k

no
hands

1

S p e e d a ire

A ir Com pressor

32

List $ 7 1 7 .0 0

Marden's Price:

$ 349.00

LOOK!!!

43

44

45

Quality Bicycle Sales, Service & Accessories

47

|72

85

86

40

b

87

■
81
89
97

113

122

123

124

125

1 2 ^ 128

115

129

130

131

M36

Marden's Price

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

149

150

151

$ 19.90
irrtm FRI. 9-8 SAT. 9-5 P.M.
989-3129

148

132

133

134

116
120

List $ 2 9 .0 0

138

■

93

110

135

137

92

70

100

119
126

91

64

105

104

114

■

53

77

99

109

118

52

59

90

108

117

76

B

51

82

98
$

103

112

23

50

69

80

102

■
13 1

27

1n
m

75

88

17

22

49

68

79

16

41

58

74

15

35

63

73

[96

■

34

48

67

178
84

13

31

57

66

71

12

30

62

65

— ' ,'f
■: ;
91 Escapade
92 Cubic meter
93 Hitchcock
thriller, "The —
96 Nimble
98 Zoot or union —
100 On the Baltic
103 "Twelve —
High104 Turkish coin
107 Actress Black
108 Actress
MacGraw
109 Recent
112 Turns down
113 "Poor
Richard’s" book
115 Elide
118 Beach hut
120 Fishing lines
121 “ Bus — ”
122 Number of bears
or pigs
123 Fortification
124 Get — of: grab
125 Glow
127 Frolics
128 Walking
129 Elf’s kin
131 Standard
132 City in Florida
133 Ant
134 Emblem
136 Applaud
137 Beer holder
138 City in Utah
139 Ms. Truehoart

m

39

56

60

11

Dessert
Overcomes
Joan Van —
Hillbilly show: 2
wds.
Sneak
Region in
India
Funny person
Swiftly
Irish cloth
To say the —
Compass point
Fan dancer Sally

'

§ 1 21

■

38

146

54

121

201 Penobscot Square
At the Brewer end of the Old Bridge
989-2288

37

10

26

New Shipment oi

33” x 75”

■

33

Sleeping Bags
Bangor-Brewer Bike Peddlers

9

83
84
85
86
88
89

Ms. Copley
Bee farms
Breed of chicken
Pacific islands
Marconi
invention
52 Mystery play
53 "The Old —
Bucket"
55 Medical solution
57 Ms. Bornbeck
58 Coffee
61 Rovers
63 Bleat
66 Ms. Ewing
68 Auto track

III

136

83

8

29

w ith belt guard
42

7

79
82

—

1 "Cheers”
6

69
73
75
77

47
48
49
50
51

DOWN

20

24

character
2 ET, e.g.
3 Place
4 American
admiral
5 Hairless
6 Bread spread
7 Jargon
8 A votre — I
9 Gambling stakes
10 Engrossed
11 Ms. Christie et al
12 Potato —
13 Aquatic mammal
14 Require
15 Louisiana bird
16 Ascended
17 Permit entry to:
2 wds.
18 Eight singers
19 Charts
23 Mix (salad)
29 God of love
30 Coral reefs
31 Pennsylvania
town
37 Propane, e.g.
38 Low voice
40 Ms. West
41
porridge hot
...”
42 Challenges
43 Happening
44 Depart
45 Author William

145 Coins of India
146 Apples
147 Collar part
148 Terminates
149 “War and — ”
150 Stalks
151 Bed board

r

19

28

2 H .P . 20 Gallon

IVfofJ1

81 Debate
83 Telephoned
87 Glossier
90 A — for news
91 Asbestos: abbr.
94 “ Mayberry” kid
95 Bridal fabrics
97
Kapital”
99 African
tribesman
101 Polynesian force
102 Dancer Kelly
103 Confess: 2 wds.
105
Parade”
106 Frosts
107 Actor Douglas
108 Evangeline, e.g.
110 Eerie
111 Telephone
exchanges, once
113 Business
associate
114 — blen
116 Pros
117 Before
118 Muse of poetry
119 Piercing tools
121 Attack with
gunfire
125 Uncle —
126 Projecting rock
130 Weds
135 Anthony Quinn
movie: 5 wds.
140 Church
calendars
141 Jungle vine
142 Actor Roger —
143 Proposition
144 Norman Vincent

1
5
10
15
19

139

fcv

■

© 1986 United Feature Syndicate
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Obituaries
Pauline E. (Dole) Leach
H O LD EN
—
P a u lin e
Elizabeth (Dole) Leach 67, wife
of the late H. Paul Leach of the
South Road, died unexpectedly,
July 31, 1986, at a Bangor
hospital. She was born in
Holden, July 14, 1919, the
daughter of Charles I. and Aimee
(Miller) Dole. She was a graduate
of the Castine Normal School
and a former school teacher. At
the time of her death, she was the
administrator of the PhillipsStrickland House and will be
fondly remembered by a close
family of Phillips-Strickland
residents and employees. She was
an active member of the Holden
Grange. Surviving are one
daughter, Aimee R. Bradford of
Newport; three sons, the Rev.
Richard D. Leach of Torrington,
Conn., the Rev. Donald C. Leach
of Madison, and Warren P.
Leach of Seekonk, Mass.; four
grandchildren, Nathan Bradford,
lan Knowlton, Nicholas Leach
and Alexander Leach; one sister,

continued from page one
Marguerite (Dole) Hodgkins of
Holden and two nieces. Funeral
services were held at 2 p.m. Sun
day at the Holden Congrega
tional Church with the Rev. Ian
F. Steeves, minister, officiating.
Interment will be in the Harts
Corner Cemetery, Holden. Those
who wish may contribute in her
memory to the Memorial Fund of
the Holden Congregational
Church, RFD 1, Box 1490,
Brewer 04412.
BETTY ANN CARPENTER
EAST HOLDEN — Betty Ann
Carpenter, 34, wife of Phillip d.
Carpenter, died July 29,1986, at
a Bangor hospital after a long il
lness. She was born in Bangor,
March 28, 1952, the daughter of
Horace and Avis (Farren) West.
She is survived by her husband;
her mother; two stepsons,
Dwayne and Ronald Carpenter;
one step d au g h ter, C ynthia
C arpenter; three b ro th ers,
Ernest, Carroll and Edward
West; one sister, Sandra Pierce;
one stepgrandson, Tommy;
several aunts, uncles, nieces and
nephews. There will be no funeral
services. Arrangements by the
Philip E. Piper Funeral Home,
185 N. Main Street, Brewer.

several times to assess the services
in the area and decided to go for
it. I would fly from Detroit to
Portland on People’s Express,
rent a car and drive up here for
two or three days at a time. It was
difficult to make all of the
necessary arrangements in a few
days, drive back to Portland, fly
back to Detroit and go back
work. It’s been a grueling year.
Putting it all together has been an
experience that I’m happy to say
is behind me.”
Assisted by the administration
at Taylor Osteopathic Hospital in
Bangor, the city of Brewer was
recom m ended. “ I couldn’t
believe a city of this size didn’t
have its own health care center. I
was told that Dr. Dearborn has
practiced here for many years,
but I thought the area could use a
fully equipped clinic. I was look
ing for a city or town that I could
grow with and Brewer seemed to
be the obvious place for the ser
vice that I can provide. I want to
grow with the community,
become involved in it and be
sa tisfie d p r o f e s s io n a lly .”
Spreading his arms at his new
clinic, the young doctor smiled,

‘‘And this is what it’s all about.”
Once the decision was made to
begin his practice here, Dr. Ross
was left with the multitude of
details to begin practice in a new
state almost 1,000 miles away
from Michigan.
“ Taylor Osteopathic was very
helpful in helping me find a good
location and everyone has been
very supportive. Pharmacists,
businesses in the area and even
the neighbors have been en
couraging. They’ve been tremen
dously supportive and I want the
people in the area to know that
I’m delighted to be here. I bought
a home on Canterbury Road,
joined the Chamber of Com
merce and want to be a part of
the community.”
The financial committment
was a major decision. The clinic
is self-financed.
“ I haven’t any government
grants or tax money. Taylor has
assisted in a portion* of the lease
for the first year, but this is my
faith in Brewer and I hope I’m
right. I’m excited and scared
because I owe more money than
I’ve ever seen!” The doctor
laughed. “ If we don’t have any

CASH
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QUALITY MEMORIALS
REASONABLE PRICES
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Need A Summer Job?

Our company has a summer
employment opportunity which
emphasizes money, experience
and fun. Last summer students

in our college program averaged
$275 per week or $4440 per
summer. Scholarships available.
For interview appointment, call

989-5143, 1-800-432-7380
Wednesday, Thursday or Friday
between 9:00 and 11:30 a.m.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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SCORPIO:This is the forecast
for your life: overcast with occa
sional periods of heavy rain. The
sun will supernova and render
you sightless. Take my advice
and change your birthdate or slap
your parents.
PISCEStYou’ll have a dream in
which you’re dreaming you’re in
a dream about being in someone
else’s dream who’s dreaming
they’re in your dream but you’re
in their dream and they’re in
yours and you end up waking in a
cold sweat in a room vou’ve
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Subscribe to THE REGISTER
and Save 15%!!!
52 Issues for $15.00, that’s only 29c an Issue
Delivered to your door by the United States Government.
$15.00 per Year in Penobscot County. $18 elsewhere.

C

YES!!! We’d Eke to Subscribe to

THE REGISTER
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never seen before in a bed you’ve
never slept in before and they end
up the same way, except their bed
is nicer than yours so you don’t
tell anyone about the experience
and take up watching late night
television and drinking molassesthick coffee until you die from
lack of sleep, which is better than
going through that mess again.
THE REST OF YOU: Go out
and mow the lawn. Wash behind
your ears. Buy an extra roll of
toilet paper for those late nights
when you run out. Listen to a
R eagan news co n feren c e
backwards: it says “ My brain is
dead, but Nancy says the dog’s
been fed, it’s 2 p.m. and time for
bed.” etc. etc.
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Meeting Dates:
First Monday of the Month
at 7:30 p.m.
Municipal Building - Eddington
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E. Hampden

OPPOSITE MT. PLEASANT CEMETERY

A
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9 4 7 -8 0 8 8
4 5 8 OHIO STREET, BANGOR
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H o r r o r ...

EDDINGTON HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
Mrs. Francis Farrer, Pres.

HAMPDEN
MONUMENTS

EST. 1881

T e l.

patients in this clinic I’ll be
fishing for salmon as a source of
food!”
Walking through the new of
fices, Dr. Ross became serious.
“ Osteopathic medicine has a dif
ferent philosphy than traditional
medicine. Tradionally, you go to
a doctor when your are sick, but
a person can do things to prevent
many of their ailments. We are
committed to the idea of primary
care, which is prevention. You
could also call it health
maintenance. When a person
comes to us, we assess their life
style, their eating habits, the
amount of stress they experience.
We can then prescribe a program
because we understand their
needs. We want people to be
healthy and happy.”
And from the happy look on
the doctor’s face, it was apparent
he was happy. Happy to ex
perience the opening of his own
clinic. Happy to start his own
practice. Happy to share his
belief in the area with his pa
tients. Happy to be home.

Doctor ...
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E
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115 Wilson St. • Brewer, ME 04412

NAME
STREET.
ZIP.

CITY
I would like to see more of
in THE REGISTER.

FOR SALE
ANTIQUES AND COLLECTABLES.
Located at the former East Holden Sales &
Service. Open ever day. We have just about
everything at fair prices.

WHATEVER is the key word for that’s just
what you’ll find at the new shop — Antiques
by Zena — on the Bar Harbor Road in
Holden. Zena features all price ranges of
collectables and antiques as well as a fine
ORGAN — Hammond Concord, Model
selection of used furniture. Also a specialty
2182. Full console. Mint condition. For, not usually found in antique shops are fresh
home or church. Asking $4995. 989-2647 or fruit and vegetables in season. For the uni
989-2402.
10. que and flavorful shop Zena’s Whatever,
PIGS for sale. Pigs for barbeques, reunions,
843-7731. This week’s specials are picture
parties, or any occasion. Also ready for your
frames and beet greens.
freezer. Price depends on wieght. Call
.843-5953.
tf AIR conditioner, 11.000 BTU. Good condi
tion $225. Call 989-5782.
_________
GOAT milk for sale. Bring own containers.
Call 825-3242.
FOR SALE — Franklin fireplace. Can be
moved, disassembled. Almost new. $120.
COMPLETE 7-foot Wet Bar with 4 stools,
Call 989-4371.
14
refrigerator icemaker with cabinets, $450.
Stereo system with speakers $150. Call
FOR SALE — New Black and Decker bench
825-4016 after 5 p.m._________________ tf
grinder. New miter box with saw,
16’ OLD TOWN lapstreak, square sterm.
miscellaneous items. Almost new Mc
Culloch mini chain saw. Small and large bar
Canvas cover. Windshield. 18-hp. Mercury
with chain. 207 So. Main St., Brewer.
motor, trailer. $ 1,000 of BO. 989-4105. tf
WATERBED mattress, liner, heater,
$45.00. 285-7952 after 7 p.m.__________ tf
BAMBOO fly rod, three-piece, 9 foot. Best
offer. Call 989-5782.

BON’S Bottles and Collectables, Including
Antiques, Airline, Rt. 9, Clifton. Open
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday evenings.
Call 843-5908.
tf

CAMPER — 8 Ft. Sleeps four, self contain
ed. Stove, refrigerator, good condition.
$950. Will dicker. Call_862-4754.

WOODLOTS

WURL1TZER Funmaker electric organ
Double keyboard. Excellent condition
$850. 989-5072 evenings

TWENTY-TWO acre surveyed wood lot.
High and dry on year-round road in
LaGrange. Call 827-3428.

RAY JOHNSTON
PLUMBING & HEATING

L O N G S T R E E T 'S
S e p t i c T a n k S e r v ic e
Prom pt, Fast Service

‘

'24 Hour Emergency Service ’’

Free Estimates • Sales & Service

9 8 9 -1 0 1 4
4 7 3 S. M a in , B rew er

RFD 2, Box 1, O rrin g to n
825-3331
8 2 5 -3 4 7 3

BLACK TOP

PROFESSIONAL CHIMNEY
SWEEP

Driveways, Parking Lots, Walks

Master Solid Fuel
& Oil - Solar Cert.
Ben MacArthur *417

Tony Manzo

8 4 3 -5 0 7 7
C O W A N 'S S E R V IC E
S T A T IO N , I N C .

Jim and Phil Cowan
Automotive Service & Repair
146 So. M ain St.

9 8 9 -5 3 3 0

G00DY'$ AUTO BODY
Arc and Acetylene Welding
Glass Installed
Free Estimates
Jerry Goody, Prop.
135 Elm St., B rew er

^

SIRABELLA STUDIO
Your Family Photographer
for Over 40 Years

2 7 y e a rs e x p e r ie n c e

Call 827-8455

MISCELLANEOUS

AUTOS
’69 Ford, 6 ,.cylinder, automatic, 43,000
miles. $275. phone 942-7805.
tf
‘76 BUICK CENTURY, 231 CC rebuilt
engine. Needs body work & tune-up. New
battery, 4 new re-tread tires. Asking $200or
best offer. Call 989-2132 a fte r 6 p .m ..
SUBARU 1980, FWD GLF-5, 2-door, 5
steel-belted radials, 5 speed transmission,
AM/FM cassette stereo, factory glass, sun
roof, new paint, new brakes, Die-hard bat
tery, new delayed wiper system, tinted win
dows, rear window defogger, reclining
bucket seats, velvet cloth interior, fog lights,
lock glove box, low-level fuel indicator,
new oil and filter, plugs and points. Bums
absolutely no oil. 30-35 miles per gallon.
$2500. 947-5574.

GRANT’S TRASH
DISPOSAL, INC.
Owner, Bob Sparks
We Aim to Please

Serving All Local Communities
6 0 0 Wilson St._________ 9 8 9 -4 0 0 0 ,

BLACK TOP
Driveways, parking lots, walks. Expert
work. All work guaranteed. Free estimates.
No obligations. Driveway sealer. Tony
Manzo, 843-5077, E. Eddington.
tf
Inspirational reading for the entire family at.
our “ Book Nook.” Perkins Appliance
Store, Center Street, Brewer.
tf
FREE HAY - Call 989-2132 after 7p.m. tf

Water conditioning Problems
Radiant Water Softeners
and Filters

Tel. 8 2 5 -4 9 6 4
C en ter D rive Rd.f O rrin g to n

Handyman Service

(corner of State and Washington)

Call Bud 825-3819

"Complete Home Landscaping”
Free Estim ates

9 4 5 -4 3 3 9

L. H . THOMPSON
PRINTING
20 So. Main St., Brewer
9 8 9 -3 2 8 0
9 8 9 -4 7 5 0
1 -8 0 0 -4 3 2 -1 6 7 6

Bonnie’s Personal Care Home, licensed
facilities for the elderly. Excellent care.
Large first or second floor rooms. On City
Bus line. 989-4903.
_______________
PICNIC tables, dry spruce, any size. Prices
start at $25. 989-6388.

DIAMOND RING — yellow gold setting.
Beautiful unique heart shape. Appraised at
$2000. Asking $1600. Call 942-2952 after 5
p.m.________ _______________________
UTILITY trailer, hand made, $75 or best of
fer. Call 989-3913.

ROGER S. P0MR0Y

Asphalt • Paving

Real Estate & Insurance Agency
Roger S. Pomroy
Real Estate Broker

F r t * E s tim a te

9 4 7 -1 2 1 0

MILL CREEK ROD & GUN

ROTO-ROOmi
sme mm _
Telephone 9 8 9 -3 3 9 2
24

BLAKE STREET, BREWER, M A IN E 0 4 4 1 2

ACE

GuriTBought, Sold & Traded
Owners: Don and Joan Barrett
,

102 M ill C reek Rd.
O rrin g to n 8 2 5 -3 8 8 2

Experienced Handyman
Painting, landscaping, m ow ing, carpen

CLEANING SERVICE
Lawn Care, Windows Cleaned
Free Estimates

942-2229

try , andy odd job. Senior citizen dis
co un t.

M S -S I7 4

88 So. M ain S t., B rew er
9 8 9 -7 4 8 9
9 8 9 -7 4 6 0

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE — Remote camp accessible by
boat. 4 years old. Sleep 4 comfortably.
Completely furnished on Goose Pond in
Dedham. Asking $14,900. Possible owner
financing. Good hunting and fishing. Call
Alan Harding, 989-2100.________
14

AMERICA’S No. 1 toy-gift party plan com
pany hiring demonstrators in all towns. Parttime work, full-time pay. Free $300 kit,
training supplies. Absolutely no investment.
House of Lloyd, Inc. Call (collect) 884-7403
or 234-2512.
12
KITCHEN-aide, parttime, 11-14 hours
week. Early evening and weekends. Call for
appointment. Brewer Convalescent Center,
989-7300. EOE

FOR SALE by owner, 3 apartment house,
108’x60’ lot. to make appointment call
989-7903. Main floor can be used as a store.
$48,000.____________________________ .
1969 Nimrod pop-up camper. Hardtop, new
canvas, sleeps six, awning and camper kit
chen included. Excellent condition. Must
see to appreciate. $1400. Call 989-2526. tf

'P o c K tin q -

E-Z CAR RENTAL

•19" Far Day
r a n M IU A O I

989-5118
G. A. MAYNARD

General Contractor

“You Name It,
We’ll Do I t’

can843-6205
RUSSELL'S MILL, INC.
F IN C t M A N U PA CTU RIR S
Q U A LITY FIN C IN O

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
TYPIST wanted, part-time, must have the
stamina of Joan Benoit, dedication of
Florence Nightingale, and the salary re
quirements of Mother Theresa. Call
989-1895.

HIGGINS' VIDEO SERVICE

f

Movie Film Transfers
Call Today

1 -8 0 0 -43 2 -1 7 7 9 , Ext. 135

________««3-72k>_______

BREWER APPLIANCE
SERVICE CENTER
5 1 0 So. M e in St.
B rew er
Tel. 9 8 9 -4 9 2 6

WATERBEDS AND
UNFINISHED FURNITURE
P E R K Y 'S

Tues.-Sat. from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
8 2 5 -4 5 7 7
R iver Rd.( N o rth Bucksport

Stereo, TV, Auto Radio,
Audio visual, Portable Radios,
Electronic Telephone Equipment
and more!
Edward Richardson Kenneth W. Olmstead
(207) 9 0 9 -4 3 2 2

Brewer Exxon

M ill ST., LAOtANOI
Til. 943*7944

400 South Main St.

8 4 3 -5 0 4 3
East Holden

989-1180
Gray Woodproducts, Inc.
Lumber • Skids
Pallets • Wood Products
Custom Sawing • Planing
8 2 5 -3 5 7 8
Johnson M ill Rd., O rrin g to n

SERVICES
TLC PET SITTING — Professional, depen
dable pet care in the reassuring atmosphere
of you own home. Multiple pet discounts.
Plant care and mail pickup available. Call
989-4275 evenings and weekends. ____

SALES HELP WANTED
Christian books, full or part time.
Distributors needed. Call 825-3187 or
746-5364.

UNITED ELECTRONICS

S i^ H r

"

F. C A M E R O N
Driveways, Parking Lots
Asphalt Curbing

PICNIC tables of all kinds. Call Doug
Avery, 989-4105.____________ __
BUYING and selling baseball cards, comic
books, U.S. and foreign coins, military
items, gold and silver, estate jewelry, other
collectibles. Downeast Coins and Collec
tibles. 26 State St., Bangor, 947-1562.

WHITCOMB’S Motel. Limited number
of units still available. Good references
needed. Call 989-3200.________________

__________ 9 8 9 -4 8 0 0 ____________

SHAMROCK
LANDSCAPING

SMALL utility trailer, $200. 989-7706.

DISCOUNT THRIFT STORE
New Location: Route 1A, E. Holden
Across from Dorsey Furniture
New and Used Clothing
50% Discount on All
__________ Items Over $1011!_________

N O R L E N ’S W A TE R
S O F T E N E R S E R V IC E

11 W ashington St.

*

G a ra g e s , h o m e s , r e m o d e llin g

Classified

Chain saw work, yard work,
light trucking, painting.

9 8 9 -6 4 7 9

Professional
Carpenter

Call 6 p.m .- 8 p.m .

Welcome to the World’s Smallest Classified Page!!!

CAMPS, REAL ESTATE

All Fiberglass
Repair Work

ROOMS FOR RENT
Whitcomb’s Motel. Limited number of nice
rooms still available. Rent and deposit need
ed with references. Call 207-989-3200. Asl
feT-Lge,,

WANTED TO RENT
House for family of 4 within 10 miles of
Brewer. Aug./Sept. ’86. Longs - 532-6769.
Rt. 4, Box 128, Houlton 04730.
Brewer office, 200-300 sq. ft. Sept. ’86.
Tel. 532-6769 after 5.

J . R. REDEM PTION
CENTER

Jr. and Mona Sails M w
Mon.-Thurs.-Sat. (ss&sj
8 a.m.-6 p.m.

151 So. M ein St., B rew er
___________ 9 8 9 -1 4 3 0 ____________

COLONY MOTEL
649 N. Main St., Rt. 9
Brewer, Maine
• Air Conditioning
Dick and Sharon Hart
Tel. 9 8 9 -6 2 7 5 __________9 8 9 -7 6 0 4

DOW SEALING
Parking lots, driveways & walks. W ill beat
any competitive bid with professional quality
work. Free Estimates.

947-5520
Foreign Auto Center
Repairs on all foreign & domestic cars
Complete Body & Paint Shop
N ew & Used Parts
24 Hour towing & AA A Service

Box 181, Main Rd. Orrington
Days 989-6699 Nights 825-3174

SUE’S
Construction 4. Rentals

Free estimates.

"Decks, Garages, Additions and
General Carpentry Work."

862-3688

9 8 9 -3 5 9 3

Boats, cars, trucks, showers A tubs.
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SPORTS
Brewer Falcons Sweep
Saturday Doubleheader

Wildlife
Comer
By Bob Leeman

MID-SUMMER MEANS: Dog
days ... Thunderheads in the west
... Deep drinks from a cold, bub
bling spring ... Coastal drives ...'
Evenings on the camp porch ...
Green apples and chokecherries
... Prevailing southwest winds ...
Baitfish in the lake shallows
A nnoying spiderw ebs and
houseflies ... Sunburns ... Lonely
loon calls on the lake at night ...
Lobster and clam feeds ...
Refreshing swims ... Swallows on
a country telephone wire ... The
sweet smell of new mown hay ...
As a rule, August is a nice
month. You know, hot and
humid, no flies to bother, and
plenty of sun.
Fine. But August, to a died-inthe-wool trout fisherman, is bad
news. Its arrival spells the end of
brook and stream fihing until
April, 1987. That’s a long, long
wait, folks. And, it all happens
on the 15th of this month.
Seems a shame, doesn’t it?
Sure never made much sense to
me. Trout fishing in brooks and
streams should be open until
September 15th, and close with
rivers. Trout don’t spawn until
late October into November. So
there'’d be no problem there.
I sponsored a legislative bill a
few years ago that would have
done just that. However, it was
killed by a few old cronies in
Augusta, who still believe trout
spawn in July and August, 1
guess.
Trout fishing is excellent right
now; especially so, with all the
water we’ve had lately. It’s
almost akin to spring conditions
along most waterways, and very
inviting to cast a line,
i Reviewing the fishing we had,
this season will -be easy .nows rili
finally did something I’d been
planning to do for a long time;
keep a fisherman’s log. In it, I

Wildlife Corner is
Sponsored by:

wrote the time and place we fish
ed, weather and water condi
tions, insect hatches and flies and
bait used, and what the results
were. Really, it makes for some
very interesting reading. That is,
if you’re a trout nut.
Anyway, follow the laws we
must, and away will go the
stream rods for another eight
months. It was, and is, a short
season. Into the fishermen’s log
now will go info’ on river, pond
and lake fishing results until the
final curtain rings down on
September 30th.
NEEDLES
FROM THE
PINE: A young friend scored
well trout fishing in Hermon’s
Black Stream recently. One of the
trout caught measured 14 inches
Roadside and meadow
wildflowers include something
for the whole day; morning
glories, day lilies, and evening
primrose ... Wild rasberries
ripened off last week. Blueberries
are next. Blackberries follow in
about a month ...
Buck deer are nor often seen
during the summer months as
new, soft antler growth restricts
movement. Last week, however,
We did spot a couple of doe deer
in separate beaver bogs. Both
blatted that familiar huff while
bounding off through the under
brush ... Veteran woodsmen are
of the opinion that coyote
populations may be thinning.
Not as many have become visible
these days. Perhaps disease ha|s
|cljTuted the r^n^s, .It's often-the
lease when populations bP 'w&J
things get out of hand ... As
much stovewood may have been
burned in July as April this year

Brooks B rick Co.
Maple S treet Extension
Brewer, Maine 989-3318

Let Our Readers Know
About Your Business
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
iMHKIKR .
OU TBO ARDS

________
O U TB O A R D S

M M UM Rl

By John Thayer
BREWER — The Brewer
Falcons swept a doubleheader
from Millinocket at the Brewer
High Field on Saturday, August 2
by scorer of 12—0 and 16—5
behind the pitching of Greg Kirby
and Sean Dugan.
In game one Brewer got out to
an early lead with seven runs in
the bottom of the first. Robbie
White, Robbie Gilmore, John
Collins, and Greg Kirby all had
two hits to lead the attack. Kirby
not only did it with the .bat but
also threw a shutout and gained a
win with his fine pitching perfor
mance. Steve Bernier suffered the
loss for Millinocket.
In game two Brewer got out to
another early lead that proved to
be the difference. Brewer scored

By John Thayer
The 1986 Canusa Swim Meet
took place at the Brewer
Municipal pool Friday, August
1st, Brewer, coached by Steven
White and Lisa Spellman, won
191 to 171 over the team from
Riverview, New Brunswick.
Brewer didn’t know what to
expect from the Riverview team.
The talent of both teams was a
mystery because the team
members do not swim together
regularly.
Brewer’s power came from
Debbie Godsoe, who placed in six
events for the 10 and under age
group. Debbie received first place
in the 25 yard butterfly, and 50

Closing ceremonies at the 1986 CANUSA Games, Sunday
August 3. Brewer defeated a squad o f more than 100 athletes
from River view, New Brunswick in the eighteenth annual com
petition. Brewer will travel to Riverview for next year's games.

Hockey Players
Complete
Canadian
Training
BREWER — Fourteen Brewer
Youth Hockey players recently
attended hockey school at the Sir
James Dunn Arena in St. Andres.
The school, staffed by top
hockey coaches and players for
Canada and the United States,
has been in existence for 24 years.
Students recieved instruction in
basic skills, power skating, and
shooting in anticipation of the
1986-87 Brewer Youth Hockey
season.

riORRILL’S

^ T h e

war

Come & See O ur N ew ly
Remodeled Parts &
Accessories Showroom
CH

All Parts are Discounted
Happy Camping!
Mon.—Fri. 8:30 - 5:30

Saturday 8:30 - 4:30

H i re^sauvoaxnofpTj! sa«vo8ino.Tc~» sauvoaino m-ss sduvdslnoa

Redeem this Ad for
$1.00 Off Sightseeing Cruises Tues-Sat,

We would like to thank the
sponsors of the First Annual
Greater Pine Hill Scramble _
Saturday July 26. 1986.

Auto..Paint.Supply, Inc.
B & L Auto Parts
Bangor Mall Cinemas 1-8
Barrie's Floor* Covering
Colonial Distributors, Inc.
Country Carpets'’
Crescent Lumber Co.
Eastern Maine Game Distributors
Edwards Yudy's Tire Co.
Harold's Transmission ,
______ HillY House of Pizza---------

J & J Auto Parts
J & M Studios
Kozy Korner Store
Minit Car Wash
Minit Men Gourmet Foods
Pine Hill Driving Range
Snow's Corner General Store
The Men’s Room
The Putting Place
The Taco Stand •

EAST HOLDEN, MAINE
Caps being manufactured daily
on the premises.

Sightseeing Cruises
Fri. and Sat. 9-1 I ;30 a.m.
S7.00 adult $4.00 children (6-14)
Tues-Sat. 12:30 to 4:15 p.m.
To Fort Knox
$9.00 adult $7.00 child (6-14)

Dinner Cruises
Reservations by 4 p.m.
Tues. - Sat.-6-8:30 p.m.
. Tue./Wqd. $20/couple
Thurs,.$26/couple
Fri./Sat. $3^/couple

Dance Cruises
Fri. and Sat. 9:30 p.m. - 12:15 a.m.
(must be 21)
. August 8- New Society
August 9 Red Oak

All * Day Cruises
Sun. and Mon. 9 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
$22.00 adult $16.00 child (6 14)
(or 12:30-4:30 from Belfast)
$8.00 adult $6.00 child
N o w offering lobster-clambake
returning to Bangor. $12.00 per
person.

Please call Katahdin Cruises at 9 4 5 -0 0 7 2
for more Information and Reservations.
Coupon expires August 31, 1986
•___

• Truck Sliders
• Tailgate Guards

1-year w a rra n ty
on a ll item s w e sell

9.,.3347

Bronze Sponsors

w .aiW

For the Holden, Dedham area

i

For the month of August
9 a .m . to 10 p .m .

Call for Details

TEL. 843-5143

Bed Liners
Bed Mats

* 3 2 WJI.on St., Brawar, M ains 04412

Silver Sponsors

i n iiiiwiw.'bAiMM.

“ Home D e liv e ry ”

TRUCfc CAPS

Pick-up truck:

SEE THE 40" HP AT

Brewer Trustworthy Home Center
Goody's Auto Body
Landry's, Inc.
Nathaniel’s Restaurant
Norman E. Whitney, Inc.
Seguino's Italian Restaurante & Pizzeria
Webber Oil Energy Fuels

^ _______________________

Presents

Brewer Youth Hockey members (front row, left to right):
Doug Bayliss, Jason henderson, Ryan Carey, Aaron Boone,
Jeremy Hersom, and Anthony Liberatore. Back row: Ben
Roeder, Chad Allen, Chris Roeder, Aaron O'Donnell, Eric
Watt, and Trevor Watt. Not pictured: Todd Bangs, Dick Britt.

LEER FIBERGLASS CAPS

Better in the long run. Come see why!

Gold Sponsors

yard back. Andrea Stark placed
in four events for the 13 and 14
year age group. Andrea took first
place in the 100 freestyle.
Scott Humphry was just edged
out by Billy West in the 200 yard
individual medley for the 15 and
over age group. Derek Ritchie
and Lisa Murphy also swan very
respectable races for Riverview
Canada.
The meet was Within seven
points going into the last few
events, but Brewer put the meet
out of reach by winning the 200
yard free relay. Brewer’s relay
consisting of Billy Blaine, Steve
White, Beth McGrath and John
Thayer beat Canada’s relay in the
last event of the meet.
Most of the Canadian swim
mers do not compete regularly
but Canada seemed to hold their
own in most events. This meet
victory brought in 40 points for
Brewer in Canusa’s final stan
dings..

Subway

QUALITY R.V. REPAIRS &
PARTS PRICED RIGHT!

O U TB O A R D S

Century 21. Queen City Real Estate
Coca-Cola Bottling Plants, Inc.
Doug's Shop'N Save Stores
Epstein's
Grant’s Dairy, Inc.

yard breaststroke. John Cross
also placed in six events for the 10
and under age group. John got
first in the 50 freestyle, second in
the 25 yard fly, and 50 yard
breaststroke. Belinda Perry plac
ed in seven events for the 13 and
14 age group. Belinda came in
first in the 100 yard individual
m edley
and
100
yard
breaststroke. Beth McGrath plac
ed in five events for the 15 and
over age group. Beth took first
place the the 100 free and 100
backstroke. Billy West place in
seven events for the 15 and over
age group. Billy received first
place in the 200 individual medley
and 100 backstroke.
Riverview didn’t receive many
first place awards but filled a lot
of second and third place spots
respectably. Some of the Cana
dian stand-outs are as follows:
Kelly Awsworth placed in five
events for the 11 and 12 year old
age group. Kelly gained first
place in the 50 yard fr££ dritT'SO

S even D ays A W eek

o utboa rd s;

B & D M A R IN E

Despite raw, overcast conditions at the Brewer Swimmng Pool, Friday August l, the Brewer
swimming squad defeated the Riverview squad in the swimming portion o f the CAN USA
games.

Brewer Wins CANUSA Swim Meet

M JZRflER
f ljg

three in the second inning and six
in the third. Robbie Gilmore
cracked a three run home run in
the third to contribute to the six
runs and shut the door on
Millinocket. Sean Dugan went
five innings to get the win and up
Brewers record to 17—5. Eric
Quint had two hits to add to
Millinocket’s five runs while
George Tapley suffered the loss.
With this doubleheader sweep
Brewer clinches second place go
ing into the playoffs in Togus.
The games were played under
soggy skies most of the afternoon
with very brief spells of sunshine.
The attendance at the games was
between 30 and 40. Both teams
enjoyed a cookout at the end of
the games.

HOURS: M onday through Friday
8 a.m . to 5 p.m .
S atu rd ay

^
l im

Bar Harbor Road
East Holden, Maine
Tel. 843-6000
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48 Hours ...
continued from page one
swallowed me up, clamping its
jaws around me with a bang. Not
a click.
So there I was, standing in
front of six men who were in for
everything from OUI to arson.
They pointed me to a bunk that
an outgoing inmate would soon
vacate. He was finishing 48 hours
of his own and I asked him what
to expect. “ Number one, don’t
wear your watch, number two,
don’t worry.” he said. Don’t
wear my watch? What does that

the human trait called empathy
you can not help but be pro
foundly moved. I was only there
for two days, but many of my
mean? Don’t worry!? But it was “ roommates” were waiting 30
too late. He had grabbed his days just to be tried and possibly
belongings and was out the door. sentenced to, as I overheard one
I soon discovered that my watch say, “ God knows how long” in
would just remind me that time Thomaston or South Windham.
goes so slowly in jail that it ap They had hardened themselves
pears to warp backwards. And 1 emotionally against the in
assume that he told me not to evitable, but I was vulnerable to
worry because no one harassed all feelings. While listening to
him, and no one would bother them joke about their possible
me. Physically, that is.
destiny I imagined myself in their
People may say that a jail term place, spending a large part of my
for OUI does not affect them, life locked up, and my stomach
but unless you are born without jumped into my throat. That feel-

ing returns whenever I think
about it. It is not just a feeling of
fear for what my life might be
like, a living nightmare.
Prison is a 24 hour assault on
all senses. There was a harsh
green light outside my cell that re
mained on all night, and served
not as a nightlight for frightened
inmates, but as an illuminant for
guards to conduct head counts. It
cast an appropriately sick glow
on already nauseating surroun
dings, and prevented me from
completely shutting them out,
even at night. Lying wrapped in
my prison issue scratchy wool
blanket, on a one inch thick mat-

draw players from Brewer,
Bucksport and Hampden and
they played some great high
school baseball. They gave up
their summer to play Legion ball
and the committment has paid
off. They’ve worked hard,
they’re excited and they’re going
to Augusta with nothing to lose.
Its been a great year and we’re all
proud of these men.”
Assisting Head Coach Hackett
are Assistant Coaches Rob Roy

and Jeff Paul. Jim White is the
team manager.
The game was played at the
Brewer High School baseball
field and was witnessed by almost
50 fans.
Bill Julli was the plate umpire
and LeRoy Patterson was the
base umpire.
Robbie Gilmore is expected to
pitch the Falcons into the sun
spot on Tuesday against
Orono/Old Town.

he said it would effect 600-1000
feet of South Main Street and the
require the removal of 100-150
feet of pavement. Stockus said
the cost of thereconstruction pro
ject is currently budgeted at
“ around $640,000” and is being
entirely paid for by the city.
Rod Pease, a South Main
Street property owner, said the
road’s problems are a result of
“ poor engineering on the city’s
part.”
“ I’d like to see the road level
raised a foot,” Pease said. “ But
that could cost the city another
$300,000 and I don’t want to see
our taxes go up anymore.”
Pease said he felt it was “ too
late in the game” to do anything
about the situation.

tion project will come to anear
standstill.
“ This is going to hold up near
ly everything. We’ll have to
almost shut down the whole job,
except for pipe work, which is
nearly done,” he said.
Torrey said what remains to do
with the sewer lines will only re
quire “ several men and a few
pieces of equipment.” Currently
there are 30 men and 15-25 pieces
of equipment being used on the
project.
City Engineer Arthur Stockus
disagreed with this. Stockus said
there is still substantial work to
be done on the sewer pipes and
the postponement of paving
would not shut the project down.
Until the council’s request to
hold up on paving, the project
was slated to be completed by the
first of October.
In reference to neighborhood
concerns over the new level of the
road, which will be one foot
lower than before, Torrey said
said it was a “ design problem.”
“ Yes, the road is too low, but

Falcons ...
continued from page one
two and had two RBI’s. Steve said. “ Everyone got a chance to
Brochu of Brewer wenr two for play.”
three and smacked a double. And
Only the second year as a
Scott .Melvin of Hampden crack Legion team, The Falcons have
ed a pair of doubles and was two had a spectacular turnaround for
for two on the day.
their record of 9—16 last year.
“ It was a real good game for “ The men have had a great
everyone,” Coach Ed Hackett year,” Coach Hackett said. “ We

South Main . • •
hoped this problem will be solv
ed, he said.
“ The road was designed to
keep the water in the street,” he
said.
Stockus said because the road
is currently at a “ construction
grade” six to inches lower than
the final grade, many of the
road’s “ perceived problems real
ly don’t exist.”
“ It always looks worse than
when it is finally completed,” he
said.
However, other residents have
complaints with the construction
besides the change in the road’s

WANT TO
MEET SOMEONE
WITHOUT THE
HUMILIATION/
HASSLE/
HANGUP
OF THE
BAR SCENE???

continued from page one
elevation. Alfred McIntyre,
owner of a two-unit apartment at
479 South Main Street, next door
to Tozier’s Market, said the 30
foot wide opening on his
driveway has been cut to 12 feet
without any prior notice.
McIntyre said the reduction in
the size of the opening will pre
vent the driveway from being
completely plowed out in the
winter and he fears this could
lower the property’s value. He
said the first time he knew of the
change was when it was done last
week.
“ I was never consulted about
the change. I’ve talked to the city
engineer and city manager but I
haven’t got an answer,” he said.
In response to inquiries regar
ding the raising the road’s level to
its original height, Stockus said a
new design would have to be
developed and submitted to the
Maine Department of Transpor
tation for approval. Stockus said
he couldn’t estimate the cost of
raising the roads level, although

Birthday ...

Send Your Personal
Message to

continued from page one

The Brewer Register
115 Wilson St.
Brewer, Maine 04412
or
Call Us at

989-1895

$2 for 10 Words

Obnoxious Ad
of the Week
NICOLIN
TRADING POST

same house for almost 50 years.
One of their two daughters, Mrs.
James Rice lives downstairs in
their home and their secpnd
daughter, Mrs. John Sweet, lives
in Holden. In addition to their
immediate family, the Westons
have eight grandchildren and
seven great-children.
The last ‘big celebration’ in
their long marriage was their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Eagle’s Club in Brewer and the
most recent, their 59th anniver
sary, was spent quietly at home
with their family. “ He doesn’t

continued from page one
“ even if the council told them
they could pave today” it will be
at least two weeks before paving
can begin again. Until then, Torrey said, work at the reconstrucact his age sometimes,” Mrs.
Weston added with a laugh. The
firm handshake and the strong
voice is clear indication that Mr.
Weston is indeed capable of ‘ac
ting up’ on occasion.
Still both in excellent health
with the exception of a touch of
arthritis in Mrs. Weston, the
lovely couple spend their even
ings quietly at home and make a
note to jot down the Megabucks
numbers as they appear on the
television screen.
So the next time you drive by
the square at the corner of
Wilson and Main, wave to the
gentleman in the big bay window.
Chances are he’s been there
longer than you have been on the
earth.

WE ARE A UNISEX
FULL SERVICE SALON

O fficial GOP
D em olition HQ

• Personalized Perms
• Modern Cuts
• Matrix Color
• Nails
• Wigs
• Ear Piercing
• Waxing
• Hair Products
**Cosmetics
•>Gift Items
98 North Main Street
Brewer, Maine 04412

No Entry Fee - No Tax — No
Obligation - No Responsibility
-No Phone, No Pool, No Pets,
Ain't Got No. Cigaretts
Stop in for warm beer, bad food,
and poor company in keeping
w ith the tra d itio n of the
Republican Party, and free ad
vice on how to stomp out
Republicanism in the Grand Old
State of Maine.
Bar H arb o r Road
Ellsworth, M a in e

Pavement ...

Merle Norman Cosmetics

it was built according to the plans
provided by the city engineer.
They failed to recognize the ef
fect the lowering would have on
the driveways and storefronts.”
At the Monday, August 4 city
council meeting, councilor Larry
Doughty asked City Engineer Ar
thur Stockus if there had been
any errors made in the project
design.
“ No, there haven’t,” Stockus
said. “ There have been things we
couldn’t predict and didn’t ex
pect but there are no errors in the
design.”
When asked if he had any solu
tions to the problems caused by
the lower road level, Torrey said
he had none.
“ I don’t know how they’ll rec
tify it. We could excavate back
further into the yards and
driveways.”

First Annual Greater Pine Hill
Scramble — Results
July 26, 1986

Gross Winners
Gray, Hutchins, Jacobs 59
Smith, Winchester, Stewart 59
Cota, Dawes, Lahey 59
Stewart, Sekera, Holyoke 59
Sekera, Hanscom, Mann 60
Stewart, Winchester, Holyoke 60
Ray, Watson, Tkacz 61
Cole, Boody, Conte 61
Mangawang, Smith, Lawton 61
Garrish, Hamlin, Larson 62

Net Winners
Orcutt, Barker, Pavliska, 46
Pavliska, Barker, Wardwell, 48
Hansen, Mullins, Getchell, 48
Milan, Carson, Sullivan, 48
Nelligan, Roberts, Blackmer, 48
Goody, Goody, Orcutt, 49
Arsenault, Gray, Gray, 49
Doak, Curtis, Somers, 50
Hannigan, Oldenberg, Culumovic,
50
Vanidectine. Tracv. Vanidestine. 50

LUCKY PRIZES
A Free Lube, Filter, and Oil Change from Edwards Yudy’s Tire
Company Winners: Dave Barber, Ronnie Stewart, and Bob Pashal
25 Baskets of Balls From Pine Hill Driving Range: Bud Grant
CLOSEST TO THE PINS
No. 5 Mike Peasley 2 Feet 6 V2 Inches on 5 for a 1987 Memebership
to Pine Hill Golf Club 2nd Rick Stewart 2 Feet 7 Inches on 5 for a
bag of shrimp from Minit Men Foods
No. 9 Ed Dorion 1 Foot 4 Inches for a RCA Colortrack TV with
Remote Control $349 Value Bob Garwacki 2 Feet 4 Inches for a
bag of shrimp from Minit Men Gourmet Foods.

HEAD
BOARDS

N IG H T
STAND

$26.00

$98.00

WALL
U NITS

END
TABLES

$169.00

$28.00

INCLUDES DRESSER, MIR
ROR, CHEST ANO BED
Reg. $1599
SAVE $651

WE ARE M A K IN G A SPECIAL CLEAN SWEEP OF M E R C H A N D IS E
LEFT OVER FR O M O UR G IA N T W AREHO USE SALE! WE HAVE
REGROUPED & R E PR IC ED FOR FURTHER & FINAL CLEARANCE!

BEDROOM
SET

i 5pc- :
D IN ETTES
$

Dresser, mirror,
chest, headboard

199.00

$ 3 8 9 .0 0

BARCALOUNGEf
RECLINER

CATNAHPER
RECLINER
$199.00

$99.00

SAVE

A

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
SALES AMERICA, INC.

herculon cover

Mattress &
Boxspring

Reg. $499
SAVE $200

$119.00

TO

SEC
TIONALS
starting at

70%

$699.00

C h est
of
Drawers
$ 68.00

>

________ 601 WILSON ST. <^1^.4322

A U T O R A D IO

$299.00

i

_____________ f

CHAIRS

0 Clarion

SIMMONS
Mismatched
KINGSIZE
BEDDING |

4-PIECE CHERRY,
BEDROOM SET

U N IT E D E L E C T R O N IC S
akai

Campbell, Brissette, Wheeler, 51
Grant, Grant, Campbell, 51
Marston, Bowden, McLaughlin, 51
Nichols, O’Leary, Soucie, 51
Grant, Grant, white, 53
Gray, Holling, Ellis, 53
Dolan, Clark, Miner, 53
Story, Vanidestine, Clements, 53
Sekera, Rowe, Chute, 53
Jones, Herlihy, Nason, 53

INCLUDES: DRESSER. HUTCH
MIRROR, BED, CHEST— PINE
FINISH
Reg. $1199
SAVE (522

UPHOLS
TER ED

AKAI AMERICA, LTD.

England,England, Wardwell, 63
Curtis, Scagalini, Grondin, 63
Mooney, Small, Beaulieu, 63
Tracy, Garwacki, Glidden, 64
Yehle, Smickle, Martyn, 64
Wakely, Wilson, Partridge, 64
Ireland, Ireland, Stewart, 64
Harriman, Dorion, Cote, 64
Miller, Wilbur, Balckmer, 65
Barr, Barr, Barr, 65

BROYHIU4-PC x
EARLY AMERICAN
BEDROOM

WELCOME TO THE N EIG H B O R H O O D , BOYSUI

H as M oved to

tress, all I could smell was the
toilet, stale cigarette smoke, and
my own body odor. A shower in
jail would not have made me feel
clean. I love food, and eating fish
chowder that looked like
something the dog left on the kit
chen floor after eating too much
grass was not just sickening, it
was impossible. Other culinary
delights included hot dogs that
looked like they had been dipped
in a vat of red dye to add color
and remove flavor, unknown lunchmeat sandwiches, and frosted
flakes. Health food. Noise in jail
is constant. Even in the green
glow of night I could hear voices,
coughing, and of course snoring
of prisoners throughout my cell
block. It is eerie to hear an inmate
three cells down talking in his
sleep.
This article is not intended to
preach against drinking and driv
ing. The decision whether or not
to must come from you. I simply
want to relate what might happen
if you choose to booze and
cruise. I have not included fines,
loss of job, and other hardships
because jail is the actual stabbing
of the knife. Losing a job and
money are the blade twisting that
require volumes to communicate.
Two days in jail are two days in
jail; a harsh reality.

c /s a ig

SOFAS
from

PIC
TURES
only

$99.00

$38.00

GoldStar
S O U N B E S IfilX T

FURNITURE & APPLIANCE

MAPLE
ROCKERS

$59.00 ;
------------ i

9 8 9 -1 8 0 0

/ I I ------------------------------

JMS Takeout
6 0 3 Wilson St.

9 8 9 -1 4 8 3

SCOTT'S BOOKS
Used, Out of Print Paperbacks,
Hardcovers, Bought and Sold
"Search S e rv ice "

Scott Servisky
601 W ilson St.
B re w e r, ME 0 4 4 1 2

989-7420

C L E A R A N C E CEN TER
BREWER CINEMA SHOPPING CENTER — NEXT TO DOUG'S
A DIVISION OF DORSEY FURNITURE

M onday through Friday 9 to 8
Saturday
9 to 6
Sunday
10 to 6

